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INTRODUC'TIION 

I, the Chairman of the Estimates Committee, having been autho-
rised by the Committee to submit the Report on their behalf, present 
this Thirty-First Report on action taken by Government on the re-
commendations contained in the Tenfr Report of the Estimates 
Committee (Se:venth Lok Sabha) on the Ministry of Railways-
Transportation of Essential Commodities. 

2. The 10th Report was presented to Lok Sabha on 21 April, 1981. 
Government furnished their replies indicating action taken on the 
recommendations contained in that Report by 1<> December, 1981. 
The replies were examined by Study Group 'I' of Estimates Com-
mittee (1981-82) at their sitting held on 20 April, 1982. The draft 
Report was adopted by the Estimates Committee (1981-82) on 26 
April, 1982. 

3. The Report has been divided into following Chapters--

I. Report 
II. Recommendations/Observations that have been accepted 

by Government. 
III. Recommendations/Observations which the Committee do 

not desire to pursue in view of Government's replies. 
IV. Recommendations!Observations in respect of which replies 

of Government have not been accepted by the Committee. 

V._ Recommendations/Observatioos in respect of which final 
replies af Government are still awaited. 

4. An analysis of action taken by Government on the recom-
mendations contained in the 10th Report of Estimates Committee 
(7th Lok Sabha) is given in Appendix. It would be observed that 
out of 85 recommendations made in the Report, 73 recommendations, 
i.e., 86 per cent have been accepted by Government, and the Com-
mittee do not desire to pursue 1 recommendation, i.e., 1 per cent in 
view of Government replies. Replies have not been accepted in 
respect of 5 recommendations, i.e., 6 per cent. Final replies of Gov-
ernment in respect of 6 recommendations, i.e., 7 per cent are still 
awaited. 

NEW DELHI; 
April 26, 19'32 
Vaisakha 6, 1904 (Saka) 

S. B. P. PATTABHI RAMA RAO, 
Chairman, 

Estimates Committee. 

(vii) 



CHAPTER I 

REPORT 

1.1. This Report of the Estimates Committee deals with action 
taken by Government on the recommendations contained in the!r 
10th ·Repurt (7th Lok Sabha) on the Ministry of Railways-Trans-
portation of Essential Commodities. 

1.2. Action Taken notes have been received from Government in 
.respect of all the 85 reC'ommendations contained in the Report. 

1.3. Action Taken notes on t.he recommendations of the Com- · 
mittee have been categorised as ffollows:-

(i) Recommendations/Observations that have been accepted 
by Government: 

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, g, IO tO 34, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44 45, 
4 7, 48, 49, 50, tJ 54, 56, 57, 58, 59, to 63, 6,), 66, 68, 7 I, 73, to 76, 
78, 81, to 85 

(Total 73-Chapter II). 

(ii) RecommendationsJObservations which the Committee do 
not desire to pursue in view of Government's replies: 

Sl. No. 70. 
(Total 1-Chapter III) 

(iii) Recommendations/Observations in 
Government's replies have not been 
Committee: 

Sl. Nos. l, 35, 77, 79, 80. 

respect of which 
accepted by the 

' 

(Total 5--Chapter IV) 

(iv) Recommendations/Observations in respect of which final 
replies of Government are still awaited: 

Sl. Nos. 46, 55, 64, 67, 69, 72. 

(Total 6--Chapter V) 

1.4. The Committee will now deal with the action taken by Gov-
ernment on sorrte of their recommen~tions.. , . · 
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Priorities for movement of Essential Commodities 

Recommendation SI. No. 1 (Para No. 1.14 to 1.16) 

1.5. The Committee had noted that the priorities for movement 
were determined not only with reference to the nature of essential 
commodity but also to the sponsoring agency. 

1.6. The Committee were informed that movement on trade 
account was_ given the lowest priority 'E~ince such a movement 
was for profit. 

1.7. The committee felt that "the criterion to determine prio-
rity should be whether it is an essential commodity and whether 
its movement is necessary in public interest and if these two con-
ditions be satisfied, and the Railways are also satisfied that profit 
is not the only or the principal motive for movement of an essential 
commodity, movement of that commodity should be accorded ap-
propriate priority. It should not necessarily be given the lowest 
priority just because it. is sponsored on private account. After all 
these are essential commodities scarcity of which will boost up 
prices to the detriment of common man. This must be borne in 
mind and the. schedule revised at the earliest." 

1.8. In its action taken reply (Dec. 1982) the Ministry has stated 
that "while drawing up priorities for different! commodities in the· 
Preferential Traffic Schedule, the prime factor taken into considera-
tion is their essentiality in relat,ion to the national economy. There 
is a rationale behind the decision to fix priorities for a commodity 
with reference to the sponsoring agency. With regard to food-
grains, the Railways have decided that foodgrains,sponsored by the· 
Ministry of Agriculture or Food Corporation of India should be given 
'B' priority as it caters to 'dhe needs of the public distribution sys-
tem, whereas 11'.!,0vement on trade accoun~, where the principal 
motive is private profit, should necessarily be in a lower priority." 

1.9. The Ministry has further stated that the priorities fixed in 
the Preferential Traffic Schedule are reviewed every six months 
in consultation with the Zonal Railways. The recommendations of 
the various Ministries, State Governments _ and tirade organisations 
are also taken into consideration while deciding the priorities. The 
recommendation of the Committee will be kept in view while doing 
the review." 

1.10. The Committee are not satisfied with the M"mistry's reply. 
They would like to reiterate that preferenee criteria, to determine 
priority should be whether the commodity is an essential one and 
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whether its movement is necessary in public interest and if these 
two conditions are satisfied, and the Railways are also satisfied that 
profit is not the only or the principal motive for movement of an 
essential commodity movement of that commodity should be accord-
ed appropriate priority. It should not necessarily be given the· 
lowest priority just because it is sponsored on private account. The 
Committee desire that the traffic schedule should be revised accord--
ingly .and the Committee informed of the action taken. 

Availability of wagons vis-a-vis freight traffic 

Recommendation SI. No. 35 (Para No. 4.12) '·' •. 

1.11. The Committee had taken note of the fact that the working 
group on Railways constituted by the Planning Commission had esti-
mated that by 1984-85 when the Railways may be required to lift 
330 million tonnes of originating traffic, about 2,22,000 additional 
wa~ons would be required. The Railways were, however, planning 
to acquire 1,10,000 Wl:\gons during the Sixth Plan period out of which 
nearly 64,000 wagons wouid be to meet the repla<:ement needs for 
the five year period, leaving a balance of about 46,000 wagons on 
additional account. The Committee observed that the final figure 
of 1,10,000 wagons approved for Sixth Plan fl)eriod was rather a clrastic 
cut from the original figure of 2,22,000 wagons, considered necessary 
by the working group. The Committee expressed the hope that the 
likely increase in freight traffic, wagon turn-round and other relevant 
factors had been fully taken into consideration before cutting down 
the figure of new wagons required in Sixth Plan period to 1,10,000 
and the Railways would be able to cope with the demand in full with 
a fleet of 4,56,000 which they were expected to have by 1984-85. 

1.12. In its reply (Dec. 1981) the Ministry of Railways has stated 
that "the VI Five Year Plan provides tfor acquisition of 1,00,000 
wagons, out of which 50,000 wagons would be on additional account. 
The Railways will, thus have about 4,64,000 wagons in 1984-85, the 
terminal year of the VII Plan. With this fleet, the Railways would be 
able to lift between 260 to 270 million tonnes of traffic. 

1.13 Target of 1,00,000 wagons in the W Plan also corresponds 
with the present wagon production capacity in the country, besides 
being limited by scarcity o'f funds. 

1.14. The Committee find that Railways will be able to carry only 
260-270 million onnes of traffic by the end of the VI Plan (ie. 
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1984-85) when the originating traffic is likely to increase to 330 
_million tonnes as estimated by the Working Group of Planning Com-
-mission on Railways. The Committee therefore feel that the wagon 
holding at the end of VI Plan will not be adequate to cope with the 
traffic. The Ministry do not appear to be viewing with concern 
the impending wagon shortage at which the Committee cannot but 

·express serious concern. The Committee feel that Government 
should review the wagon stock with the Railways vis-a-vis the traffic 
likely to be generated by the end of the' Sixth Five Year Plan and 
initiate action weU in time to ensure that the Railways' freight 
·carrying capacity does not fall short of the requirements. 

'Indigenous wagon manufacturing capacity vis-a-vis availability. 

Recommendation SI. No. 36 (Paras 4.13 & 4.14) 

1.15 The Committee were informed that the installed cai:>acity for 
wagon building in the country was 28,040 wagons per year in th9 
private sector anci. 1,600 per year in the Railways own work-shops. 

-As against the c~pacity of 28,040 wagons a year, Railways were ex-
pecting to receive 12,000 wagons in 1980-81 and i8,000 in 1981-82 from 
private manufacturers, thus leaving about 79,000 wagons. to be vro-
cured in the last 3 years of the Plan. 

1.16 The Committee had recommended that the Railways should 
:monitor the progressive build up of a capacity and ·utilisation of ca-
pacity by indigenous manufacturers of wagons to make sure that the 
progress kept pace with expectations. If at any stage, it becomes 
known to the Railways that indigenous manufacturers would not be 
able to supply the required number of wagons, the Railways Board 
should seriously examine whether they would be able to cope with 
the demann with whatever the indigenous manufactu~s can supply 

·or import would become inevitable to avoid the crisis. The Com-
mittee aesireolliat the information regarding wagons supply vis-~tlis 
demand should be mentioned specifically in the Annual Report of 

i:he Railways to enable Parliament to keep itself acquainted with the 
progress. 

1.17 The Ministry in its rE(Jly (Dec., 1981) has stated that the 
'total installed wagon building capacity of ten wagon building units 
both in tb.e public as well as private sector, is 26,040 wagons in terms 
of f ur-wheelers per annum. In addition, spare capacity can be 
utilised in three Railway workshops for manufacture of about 2.000 
wagons in terms of 4 wheelers per annum. Thus the total installed 
-capacity for wagon buildnig comes to 28,040 four wheelers per annum. 
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1.18 Procurement of wagons is arranged bY. the Railways from 
the above mentioned sources consistent with traffic requirements 
and allocation of funds for the purpose by the Planning Commissiol} 
on a year to year basis. 

1.19 For the VI Plan period 1960-81 to 1984-85, the Planning Com-
mission have agreed for procurement of 1,00,000 wagons in terms 
of FWs. Actual production of wagons during 1980-81 has been 
12,064 four wheelers units and for 1981-82, the target of procurement 
is 18,000 wagons in terms of 4 wheelers. Thus during the period 
1982-83 to 1964-85, it will be necessary to step up wagon production 
to the level of 22,000 to 25,000 4-wheelers per annum. · 

1.20 The total wagon building capacity in the country being 28,040 
wagons in terms of 4-wheelers per annum, it is anticipated that the 
industry while gear up to meeting the full requirements of 1,00,000 
wagons (in terms of 4-wheelers) during the V:j: Plan period 1980-81 
to 1984-85. The progress _of manufacture of wagons will be watched 
continuously and corrective measures found necessary will be faken 
as and when required. 

1.21. Informat\on regarding wagon supplp vis-a-vis demand will 
be incorporated in the Annual Report of the Railways. 

1.22 The Committee feel that the production of about 30,000 wagons 
in the first two years of the Plan (1980-81 and 1981-82) does not in-
spire confidence that target of production of 1,00,000 wagons in the 
period of 1980-81 to 1984-8.IJ will be met fully. The Committee wish 
to caution the Government against likely shortfall in the supply of 
wagons and if it takes place, it would create serious diftkulties. The 
Committee ther·efore suggest that now is the time to take appraisal 
of the overall situation with a view to taking appropriate decision in 
this matter. 

Accidents 

Recommendation SI. No. 53 (Para No. 5.%4) 

1.23. The Committee had pointed out that heavier payloads, Ion-· 
ger trains and faster. speeds would require more intensive inspection 
of track and rolling stock as otherwise the so.fety of trains was likely 
to be jeopardised. The Committee emphasised the importance of 
rigorous observations of ins::_:>ection schedules and other safety mea-
sure and urgeci. that the Railways should not allow any casualness 
to develop in the field formations on this front. 
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1.24 The Ministry of Railways in its reply (Dec., 1981) has 
.stated that the introduction of heavier pay loads, longer trains and 
.faster speed would intensify' the utilisation of the rolling stock. This 
calls for more intensive inspection and attention and repairs to roll-
ing stock so as not to jeopardise the safety of trains. 

1.25 The schedules for in::Qection and maintenance of goods stock 
have already been laici. down on a time basis. The scope and extent 

.of the inspection and repair work to be done in all the schedules is 
under constant review. However, heavier trains like 4500 trains, will 
utilise special type of stock-BOXN, BOY BOBS wagons-and a 
number of them- will be fitted with air brakes. As some of the 
wagons like BOXN will be placed on line newly, the schedules of 

Jnspection and attention t'o these wagons are in the process of being 
laid down. The observations of the Estimates Committee are noted 
and will be kept in view at the time of finalisation of the various 

·schedules to new stock or revision of schedules for the existing 
stock. Emphasis will also be laicl on rigorous implementation of the 

'Various inspection schedules to avoid any slaclmess in this regard. 

1.26 Instructions have also been given to the Railways that they 
should lay down schedules of inspection for Dy.C. E.s, Add. C.E.s 
and C. T. Es. The importance of complying with the existing 

··schedules of inspection on various 'Railways has been reiterated. 
General Managers and Divisional Managers have been asked to keep 

. a watch on the compliance of the extent rules. 

1.27 It may thus be seen that the Ministry of Railways have taken 
· vigorous steps to ensure inspection of track and compliance of the 
deficiencies noticed to i;:>rovir\e a safe and comfortable running track. 

1.28 In the context of a series of accidents which have occurred 
·recently, the committee cannot over-emphasise the need for observ· 
ing stringent standards of inspections of rolling stock and track and 
introducing fool proof safety measures, to ensure safety of trains. 

·Losses 

Recommendation SI. No. 77 (Para No. 6.33;) 

1. 29 The Committee were not satisfied with the explanation of 
-the Ministry that tlie amount of comi)ensation paid ·in case of coal 
and coke formed a very small percentage of total value of coal and 

·coke carried by Railways and t1ie freight earnings of the commodity. 
In the context of heavy shortages of coal in transit and in view of 

·1ack of weighing facilities at the stations to quantity the shortage, 
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the Committee had felt that a reliable estimate of the coal shortage 
could be made if steps were taken to instal weighbridges at various 
unloading points. The Committee ha<i !"eiterated that recommenda-
tion made in paragra1phs 3.127 of their 19th Report (5th Lok Sabha) 
and para 1. 27 of their 39th· Report 6th Lok Sabha that major sta-
tions which had heavy originating and terminating goods traffic 
should progressively be provided witli facilities for weighing wagon~. 
The Railways should draw a model scheme to explore the possibi-
lity of setting up ommunity weigh bridges in collaboration with 
organisations of local enterprises and industrialists in the interest 
of a more harmonious relationship between the big consignees and 
the Railways. 

1.30 In its reply the Ministry of Railways ('Dec., 1981) has stated 
that the policy of the Ministry of Railways in regard to the installa-
tion of wefghbridges at originating points has already been conveyed 
to the Estimates Committee in reply to their earlier recommenda-
tions contained in para 3.127 of their 19th Report and Qara 1.27 of 
their 39th Repart. 

1.31 It is reiterated that as a matter of operational necessity, 
Railways do not encourage weighment of inward wagons at termina-
ting points. Weighment of every wagon on a weighbridge at the 
destination station before <ielivery will hamper smooth operations. 
The loss on account of wagon days lost due to detention to wagons 
for weighment at terminals will run into crores of rupees while 
weight differential detected may be of little consequence. Further, 
Railways will have to increase,,the wagon fleet by 10 to 20 per cent 
to comply with the condition of compulsory weighment of every 
wagon at the terminal, if at all such a proposition is practicable. 
This will mean crores of rupees of additional investment in rolling 
stock without any material gain in terms of trans;iort output. How-
ever, the siding owners are at liberty to instal their own weigh-
bridges for weighment of in-ward traffic. 

1.32 Railways on their part instal weighbridges of requisite 
capacity at originating points within the limited resources available 
at their disposal. The si<iing owners are also encouraged to instal 
weighbridges at their sidings to weigh outward traffic. As an induce-
ment to the siding owners to instal weighbridges, a rebate in freight 
is allowed on outward traffic weighed on such private weighbridges. 
The weighment rebate for outward traffic weighed on such private 
weighbridges has recently been increased from 10 paise to 2() paise 
per ron1 \! in respect of weighbridges having a capacity of 90 tonneS 
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anci. above and from 6 paise to 10 paise per tonne in resi;_:>ect of 
weighbridges having a capacity of less than 90 tonnes subject to a 
maximum of 13 per cent of capital cost plus cost of the staff Qrovided 
to operate the weighbridges. Thus the Railways encourage the in-
stallation of private weighbridges at originating stations for the-
weighment of outward traffic from the twin angle of collecting cor-
rect freight charges and ensuring operational safety. 

1.33 In the Committee's opinion, expansion of weigh-bridge faci-
liti~ is very necessary and if they atlect smooth movement of 
wagons, as apprehended by the Railways, solutions to the problems 
can be found. The c;ommittee would reiterate their each recommen-
dation that major stations which hav.eo heavy originating and termi-
nating goods traffic should progressively be provided with facilities 
for weighing wagons ~nd pof;sihili:y of setting up community weigh-
bridges should be explored in collaboration with local enterprises and 
industries. 

Prevention of Crimes against Railway Property 

Recommendation, S'l. No. 79 (Para Nos. 6.35 & 6.36) 

1.34 The Committee were surprised that even though the nee'd 
for conferring QOwers of investigation and prosecution and other 
connected powers on RPF had been emphasised by Administrative 
Reforms Commission and later by one Man Expert Committee on 
Railway Security anci. Protection (1976) and subsequently endorsed 
by the Estimates Committe~ in their 19th Report (1977-78) and the 
Government were reportedly processing the pw:_:>osal to bring for-
ward a suitable legislation for the purpose the Government had then 
suddenly decided to drop the prC>Qosal. The Committee desired to 
know the reasons for dropping the proposal and how, in the absence 
of more powers, the RPF were going to deal with the crime against 
railway property and on railway premises. The Committee felt that 
the matter shoulci. be re-considered. 

1.35 The Ministry of Railways in its reply (Dec., 1981) has 
stated: the question of conferring more powers on RPF has been 
under consideration since 1966 when High Powered Committee on 
Security and Policing on Railways made a recommendation to this 
effect. Later on Administrative Reforms Commission and One Man 
Expert Committee also commended the idea of bestowing more 
powers on RPF. 

1.36 As a follow up of these recommendations, action was initiated 
to issue an ordinance bu:t was drop::>ecl. with a view to replacing it 
by a legislation in pursuant to a decision taken in the ~ting of 
Secretaries' Committee held on 3-7-1975. 
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1.37 The draft Bill was then prepared and discussed with tm 

Ministry of Home Affairs and the Mini&try of Law. It was decided 
to refer the matter to the States and the Bill was suitably amended 
as sugg~tert by some States. Meanwhile, it was felt necessary ta:. 
assess the requirement of additional staff !for prosecution and investi--
gation needed to cope with the additional load of work. 

1.38 The amended draft Bill is to be known as "Railway Property 
Special Offences Bill' and this in a nutshell, equips RPF with powers: 
to investigate and prosecute in all cases of theft, robbery, dacoity,_ 
cheating, forgery, etc. relating to Railway property. The Bill was 
to replace the existiag Railway Property (Unlawful Possession) 
Act, 1966 under which RPF has powers only for investigation and 
prosecution of the cases in whiCn the railway groperty is recoverecl. 

Reasons for dropping the legislation: 
1.39 Since the additional amount of annual expenditure involved 

in the implementation of the pro:Posed Bill was calculated to the tune· 
of Rs. 3 crores, it was felt by the Railway Board that the exQendi-
ture was too high and will not be proportionate to the gain that 
may accrue as a result of above legislation. 

1.40 It was also observed that to investigate and prosecute alI 
types of offences pertaining to railway property by RPF personnel 
withovt the assistance of police organisation of the cop.cerned State-
will have serious implication. Moreover, under various circumstan-
ces, state Police will have to investigate and prosecute certain cases 
even covered by this Bill. There was thus apparently a duplicati.orr 
in the process. · 

1.41 The Cm,nmittee are not convinced by the Government's reply_ 
They reiterate the recommendation made in para 6.16 of their 19th 
Report (1977-78) that R:oilway Property (unlawful possession) Act,. 
1966 should be amended and the Railway Protection Force which is 
a statutory organisation for prG~0Ction of railway property and pro-
perty entrusted to Railways for carriage, he vested with adequate--
legal powers of inve!!!tigation and prosecution of offences against such: 
property to make the force more effective and purposeful. 
G1R.P 

Recommendation SI. No. 80 (Para No. 6.37) 
1.42 In view of the fact that for the time being the RPF would 

be able to play the role of 'Police', the Railways would be left with 
no other alternative but to continue to depend upon the Government 
Railway Police which is under the control of States. The Committee 
recommended that the Railways should take t'.Q the question of 
strengthening Government Railway Police with States concerned 
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and also try to evolve a worlang arrangement with the State Gov-
ernments to place the G. R. P. under the operational control of the 
Railways for better results. 

1.43 In its reply (Dec. 1981) the Ministry of Railways has stated 
that since policing, including Railway policing, is the subject matter 
exclusively for the State Governments to deal with under the Cons. 
tltution, the Force so deployec\ on Railways for policing will obvious-
ly have to work under the direct administrative and discil;?linary 
control of the State Goverriments concerned. No State Government 
will agree to transfer the control of G. R. P. to Railways and the 
question of placing the GRP under the operational control of Rail-
ways does not arise. 

1.44 As regards strengthening the Government Railway Police, 
the Ministry of Railways have already agreed to bear the cost of 
GRP on 5-0: 50 basis with the State Governments and have also re-
quested the State Governments to come up with their proposals for 
t.he augmentation of GRP in their States for better policing. As a 
result, almost all the States except West Bengal and Rajasthan have 
agreer\ to share the cost on 50: 50 basis and 6,018 additional r.:iosts in 
various States have already been concurred by the Zonal Railways 
and sanctioned by the concerned States. 

1.45 The Committee are of the opinion that unless the G.R.P. is 
placed under the operational control of Railways, their is no possi-
bility of improvement in their performance. The Committee thel,'efore 
reiterate the Railways should take up the matter with the State 
Govemment!-1 with a view to evolving a working arrangement to 
bring GRP under the "operational" control of Railway!": for better 
results. 

Im11Ieme11tation of Recommendations 
1.46. The Committee would like to emphasise that they attach the 

greatest importance to the implementing of the recommendatiom 
accepted by Government. They would, therefore, urge that Govern-
ment should ensure expeditious _implementation of recommendation 
ace fpted by them. In case where it is not possible to implement the 
recommendations in letter and spirit for any reason, the matter 
should be reported to the Committee in time with reasons for non-
implementation. 

1.47. The Committee also desire that final replies in respect of the 
recommendations contained in· Chapter V of this Report may be 
furnished to the Committee expeditiously. 



CHAPTER II 

:RECOMMENDATIONSJOBSERVATIONS THAT HAVE 
ACCEPTED BY GOVERNMENT 

Recommendation, (Sr. No. 2, Para No. 1.17) 

. •' 
BEEN 

The Committee would like that the movement of such high-rated 
non-essential commodities at present are accorded a priority higher 
tban that given to essential commodities should be kept under obser~ 
vation at Divisional and Zonal levels. Where their movem~nt is 
likely to hinc\er the free movement of essential commodities or to 
affect adversely the interests of producers and consumers of essen-
tial commodities, the Railways should be in a position to alter the 
priorities in favour of essential commodities without delay. 

Reply of. Government 
The priorities notified under the Preferential Traffic Schedule are 

.applicable on the Indian Railway system as a whole. The recom. 
mendation has been noted and the Zonal Railways advised to keep 
the recommenrl.ation in view and ensure movement of essential com-
modi ties. 

Essential commodities such as Government sponsored foodgrains, 
levy sugar, fertilisers, zonal salt, etc. already move under higher 
priorities. Movement of these commodities is s;>ecially monitored 
both at the Railway Board's level and on the Zonal Railways. The 
Zonal Railways cannot alter the priorities. However, when difficulty 
is experienced in clearance of essential traffic, ad hoc assistance is 
given and, if needed, the traffic is even temporarily upgrailed and 
its clearance ensured. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-ECjVII/10 
-n.t. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 3, Para No. 1.18) 
The Committee agree with the view expressed in the context of 

the "osition in Eastern region that priorities should also be related 
to regional requirements. Limitation, according to Chairman (Rail-
way Board) is not necessarily of priority but of overall carrying 
capacity it is precisely because of limitation in over all capacity 
that the need for inter se priority ·arises. The Committee 
feel that the peculiar and pressing problems of various regions should 
also be taken into consideration while ri.etermining priorities and 
whenever found necessary·, Qriorities for movement of essential com-

11 
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modities to or within a particular region should also be laid down 
to meet the urgent demands of the region consistent with the priori-
ties at national level and highest priority should be given to the 
essential commodities as foodgrains, edible oils, sugar, etc. 

Reply of Government 

The priorities notified in the Preferential Traffic Schedule are 
applicable to the Indian Railway system as a whole. Any preference 
given to a particular region woulci. be tantamount to discrimination 
and, therefore, the preference accorded to different commo·dities has 
to be uniformly .applied throughout the country. However, with 
regard to movement of essential commodities such as sponsored food-
grains, l~vy sugar, salt, etc . .,eriodic programmes are drawn up in 
consultation with the concerned Ministries, keeping in view the re-
quirements of the various States. For example, a monthly plan for 
movement of sponsored foodgrains i~ ci.rawn up by the Railways in 
consultation with the Food Corporation of India. This ensures that 
foodgrains are moved to the needy States to meet the requirements 
of the i:_lublic distribution system. In case of acute distress or threat-
ened conditions of scarcity,- Railways also grant ad hoc assistance or 
upgrade the traffic temporarily. A close watch is maintained so tr..-"lt 
no region suffers. 

[Mfnistry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-ECfVII/10 
ci.t. 10-12-811 

Recommendation (S. No. 4 Para No. 1:20) 

The Committee consider it very necessary that wide publicity 
should be given from time to time to the system of allotment of 
wagons and priorities accorded to movement of various commodi-
ties (Particularly Esserttial Commodities) and traffic restrictions in . 
various parts of the cO'Uiltry for the benefit of the traders and the 
public. They would like the Railways to s'tep up their publicity to 
keep the trade and industry posted with all developments on this 
point from time to time. 

Reply of Government 

The recommendation of the Committee has been accepted by 
the Ministry of Railways. Suitable instructions have been iS6ued to 
all the Zonal Railways to implement the same. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/lO 
dt. 10-12-81] 
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Rec.ommendation S. No. 5 (Para No. 2.74) 

The Committee find that 65 commodities have been declared 
'essential' under the Essential Commodities Act.. 1955, 29 of such 
Commodities, generally move by rail and out of these 29 commodi-
ties, only in respect of 15 commodities, record of movement on all 
India basis is being maintained by the Ministry of Railways (Rail-
way ~oard) . Everi. in respect of these 15 commodities the Ministry 
-0f Railways (Railway Boar~) maintain at Centrai level only 
figures of wagons loaded; they do not have commodity-wise informa-
tion about the wagons actually required for each of the 15 commodi-
ties or the indents outstanding at a particular time. Th.e Com-
mittee are surprised how in the absence of this vital information 
at the apex level, the Railway Board can effectively coordinate and 
monitor the timely movement of these essential commodities. Th~ 
Committee would like that a record of the total requirements, 
total loadings and total outstandings o'f wagons for movement of 
essential Commodities, which move in bulk, should be collected, 
<:ollated and analysed at the Board level iri the interest of a better 

, appreciation of the problem and better utilisation of wagons stock. 

Reply of Government 

The recommendation of the Estimates Committee has been 
accepted by the Ministry of Railways (Railway Board). As desired 
by the Committee, now information about demand, loading and 
outstanding registration of important commodities moving in bulk 
will be maintained in the Board's office for better appreciat£on of 
the problem and for better utilisation of stock. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation S. No. 6 (Para No. 2.75) 

The figures regarding the number of wagons loaded with these 
15 commodities during the year 1975-7{) to 1979-80 show a 
declining trend in loading in the case o'f most of these commodities 
viz., foodgrains (Grains and Pulses), Oil seeds, cotton raw, jute, 
raw fodder, coal and coke, mineral oil, sugar, salt, cement, iron 
and steel, tea etc., which is rather surprising since, with the 
passing of years, the demand 'for these commodities should have 
been increasing and not decreasing. 
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Reply of Government 

The loading on the Indian Railways, as a whole, showed a 
declining trend since the year 1977-78 onwards due to various 
factors, most of which were beyond Railways' control. As there 
was a· general drop in the lifting of the goods traffic, the loading of 
1~ commodities, as mentioned in the recommendation above, was 
also affected. However, of late, the trend has been checked. There 
has been an overall improvement in the movement of goods traffic 
by rail. The statement of daily average originating loading (in 
terms o'f 4-wheelers) is given hereunder:-

Month 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

Average No. of wagons loaded 
per day 

1g80 

2g843 

29955 

3o889 

27954 

26639 

1g81 

30719 

31445 

33309 
3o634 

29167 

Additio-
nalwagon 
loaded i11 
the month 

27156 

41720 

75020-

80670-

78368. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board).- No. -81-BC-EC/VII/lo. 
. ' dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation S. No. 7 (Para No. 2.76) 

It is stated that specific targets for movement are fixed only in 
respect of 6 commodities, namely, Coal., Iron and Steel for Steel 
Plants, Petroleum and Petroleum Products, Foodgrains, Fertilisers 
and Cement. The remaining commodities are covered in the 
targets fixed under the head "other General Goods''. The Com-
mittee note that targets in respect of Coal, Iron and Steel, Food-
grains, Cement and other general goods, were not fUlfilled by the 
Railways during the years 1977-78 to 1979-80. The Railways have 
attributed the adverse performance from November, 1977 onwards 
to certain natural calamities like cyclones and floods, power cuts, 
public agitations and striked, etc. The Ministry of Railways are 
reported to have taken certain steps during the current year to 
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improve the movement of essential commodities. The Committee 
hope that_ the Ministry will keep a close watch over the movement 
of targetted- and other essential commodities and take such other 
measures well in time as may become necessary to avoid slippages 
in their movement. 

Reply of Government 

The movement of targeted and essential commodities is kept 
under close watch at Divisional, Zonal and Railway Headquarters; 
Railway Board watch the overall movement, maintain necessary 
co-ordination, monitor and take immediate corrective measures as 
warranted by the exigencies. The steps recently taken have shown 
good results in overall loading, and wagon tum-round has also 
ill}proved. With the C'Ul'rent trend of loading, Ministry of Railways 
are confident that the targeted level of loading of freight traffic 
will be achieved and the essential commodities will be transported 
in full to areas where they are required. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-ECJVII!lO 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation S. No. 8 (Para No. 2.77) 

The Committee regret to note that loading of coal declined 

from 9731 wagons a day in 1977-78 to 8525 a day in 1980-81 (April-
October). The decline of coal loading during this period was from 
570 to 437 wagons in the case of cement industry, 234 to 114 wagons 
in the case of textile industry and (rom 1677 to 1436 wagons in the 
case of steel industry. ·The Committee cannot but express . their 
unhappiness that the decline in coal loading continued from year 
to year from 1977-78 onwards and the Ministry of Railways could 
not arrest this decline till very recently. 
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Reply ~f Government 

Noted. The loading of coal has been improved from November 
1.981 onwards as will be seen from the following figures:-

:Month Total For For For 
coal Cement Textile Steel 

loading Pla11ls 

November •80 8749 SID IOI I565 

Thcember '80 g441 532 I26 1624 

January '8I 9643 515 103 1748 

February '81 Ioo63 587 1o6 16g3 

:March '81 10265 6o8 :<.I8 172I 

April '8I 9951 514 128 732 

Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 <lt. I0-12-81. 

The Railways have, for quite some time now, been meeting the 
requirements. of collieries in full almost in all the fields except, to 
<Some extent, in Raniganj-Jharia fields. Of late, loading in Jharia 
field ha-3 also started getting affected d'Ue to reluctance on the part 
-0f some Steel Plants to take coking coal 'freely. This is happening 
.obviously because of the fact, that their coal stocks, whic:h were 
e>nly 66,000 tonnes on 30-9-80, are over 5,00,000· tonnes in mid-June 
1.981. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC[VIIjlO 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation SI. No. 9 (Para No. 2.78) 

The Committee are informed by the Railways that the 
·'Overall wagon availability at present is more than the demand in 
all the coalfields except in Jharia and Raniganj coalfields where 
.too the position is expected to improve shortly. Ai3 against a total 
-requirement of 984 wagons a day for coal loading as communicated 
hy the Dep.artment of Coal, the Railways are loading 9600 wagons 
a day (January 1981). Chairman, Railway Board stated before the 
Committee that they were prepariug to load 11,000 wagons a day 
from February 1001. From 8525 wagons a day in April-October 1980 
to 9600 wr.gons a day (January 1981) is indeed a impressive leap. 
The Committee would like the Railways to take all possible 
:measures at operational and administrative levels to place the 
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recently acquired efficiency in the system at a firm footing to guard 
agflinst any slide-back and to continue to make efforts to better 
the performance still further. 

(SI. No. 9) 

Reply of Government 

Action on the line suggested by the C.Ommittee has already been 
taken. With an increase in overall loading o'f freight traffic on 
the Railways there has been substantial improvement in coal 
loading as already indicated in Reply to recommendation No. 8 
Para 2.77. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EqVII!lO 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation (SI. No. 10, Para No. 2.79) 

The Committee are informed that Railways are taking 
steps to augment their coal loading capacity to 20,000 wagons a 
day by 1984-85 and they are confident of acquiring this capacity 
and lifting all the coal that may be offered for movement. It is 
a challenging target which the Railways have set for themselves, 
For achieving success. in this challenge, Railways would do well to 
draw up a detailed programme for development of wagon stock, 
of the right type, haulage power and line capacity and initiate 
action on all fronts in right earnest to keep pace with the demand 
from year to year. The targets of development programmes in 
this regard should be kept. under close monitoring and slippages 
avoided at any cost. · 

(SL No. 10) 

Reply of Government 

Within the resources available, the Railways are augmenting 
their capacity to meet the demand in the coming years. The Rail-
ways propose to introduce new type o'f high capacity wagons, 
called Box 'N' wagons, which have a higher pay-load per metre 
length than conventional box wagons. This type of stock wilJ 
enable to run freight trains with 4500 tonne trailing loads ·within 
the existing loop lengths. It is proposed to acquire about 20,000 
such wagons during the Vlth Plan period (1980-85). 

• 2. Tht! Railways are also planning to electrify rapidly its trunk 
routes. According to the plans drawn up, about 28,000 R Kms. 
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will be covered in the Vlth Plan period. Action is also being taken 
to introduce high horse power electric locomotives of more modern 
design. 

3. The development programmes are closely monitored to 
avoid slippages. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-ECjVII!lO 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation (SI. No. 11, Para No. 2.80) 

The Committee agree with the Railways that the coal for 
loading shO'Uld be made available at the railheads, and not pitheads, 
to enable them to load the coal expeditiously and according . to 
targets. For this purpose the Railways should in co-ordination with 
the Department of Coal build coal stocks at the existing rail-heads 
and also initiate action to set up new rail-heads to ensure simulta~ 
neous loading from as many more poin~s as may be necessary to 
meet the rising demand. 

1·· (Sl. No. 11) 

- Reply of ~overnment 

Ministry of Energy (Department of Coal) and Coal India 
Limited have been requested to step up availability of coal at 
rail-heads and organise loading of wagons without detaining them 
abnormally. This and other allied issues are getting sorted out in 
meetings which are being held in variO'llS fields regularly. 

[Ministry of Railways i(Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-ECjVIIjlO 
dt. 10~12-81] 

.. Recommendation (S. No. 12, Para No. 2.81) 

The Ministry of Railways' move to set up joint teams in 
different coal-fields in collaboration with Steel and Coal Depart-
ments to review the day-to-day loading and movement of coal is 
a step in the right direction. The Committee would like that these 
teams should be empowered to take spot decisions. to sort out local· 
problems and remove bottlenecks in the movement of coal and 
their performance evaluated in terms of achievements at regular 
intervals. 

(SI. No. 12) 
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Reply of Government 

These joint teams have already Eeen set up and started 
functioning in various fields to sort out local problems in order 
to maximise coal loading. They are taking spot decisions where 
nec.essary and their performance is being evaluated at regular 
intervals. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-ECjVIIJlO 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation (SI. No. 13, Para No. 2.82) 

The Committee take note of the problems faced in Himachal 
Pradesh, Delhi, West Bengal and certain other States in regard to 
the availability of coal and coke. It has alSo been repre3ented to 
the Committee that the medium and small scale industries and 
domestic consumers are not getting enough supplies of coal. The 
Railways have stated that the difficulties have arisen because the 
overall demand for coal and coke in. the country is far in excess of 
the availability. The Railway Board have admitted that after 
meeting the requirements of priority industries what is left is 
enough only to meet the requirements of other Mnsumers upto 1~ 
to 30 per cent of their demand. This is a rather depressing pict-'Jre. 
While the needs of priority industries like power houses, stee1 
plants, and similar other industries are no doubt, urgent and 
deserve priority, the requirements of other users, particulary 
small scale industries and domestic consumers, cannot ·be neglected 
either. The Committee feel that the Railways which are primarily 
responsible for moving coal from production centres to con~mp
tion centres, should make all possible efforts within their reach to 
fulfil a social obligation upto Small Scale industries and domestic 
consumers, and satisfy their demand for coal and coke atleast upto 
a reasonable level. 

(SI. No. 13) 

Reply of Government 

The above recommendation of the Committee is noted. The 
Railways follow the priorities fixed by the Government and make all 
efforts to supply coal to all the consumers subject to the priorities 
they enjoy and the overall availability of coal vis-a-vis demand of 
the various sectors.. The. views of the Committee have, however, 
been conveyed to the coal loading Zonal Railways. The Railways 
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will, however, be able to carry only that amO'Ullt of coal which is 
actually offered for loading by the Coal India and SCCL. 

lMinistry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-ECjVII!lO 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation (fll. No. 14, Para No. 2.83) 

The Committee are informed that the abolition of old 
system in 1978 under which 5 wagons were moved everyday on 
Kalka-Simla Section regardless of indents has been placing the 
State in the grip of coal crisis from time to time. For States like 
Himachal Pradesh, J ammu and Kashmir and other similarly 
situated States, where coal is badly needed not only as a fuel but 
also for heating, Railways have a special resparisibility to see that 
their reasonable requirements are met in full and in time. The 
Committee would like the Railways to set up on a regular basis 

. special liaision offices to keep in touch with the problems of S'Uch 
States and sort them out without delay as and when they may· 
arise. 

(SI. No. 14) 

Reply of Government 

The old system under which 5 wagons were allotted every day 
· for Kalka-Simla Section regardless of indents was introduced in 
1944 and was withdrawn in July, 1977, because it was leading to 
heavy detention to wagons at Kalka (and short of Kalka) which 
has very limited transhipment capacity from Board Gauge to 
Narrow Gauge. Further, there were complaints that the concession 
was sometimes misused as the coal/coke meant for Himachal 
Pradesh was finding its way to neighbouring States, which were 
S'Ufferi111g from shortage of the same. 

With a view to placing all the States on equal footing the system 
was withdrawn in July 1977. Even now due to special climatic 
conditions of Himachal Pradesh, a special watch is kept on the 
movement of coal/coke to that State. 

The views of the Committee have been noted and conveyed to 
Director Movement (Railways) /~alcutta for necessary action. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC!Vll~lO 
dt. 10-12-81] 
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Recommendation (SI. No. 15, para No. 2.84) 

It has been represented to the Committee by FCI that the 
procurement of foodgrains has increased considerably during the 
past few years in the procuring States like Punjab, Haryana, U.P., 
A.P. (the former three accounting for '3G per cent of total procure-
ment) .. but the capacity of Railways has not increased corres-
pondingly. The Ministry of Railways have stated that Railways 
have initiated programme for development of facilities at terminals 
as well for line capacity with a view to handle a movement of 
over 8 lakh tonnes of foodgrains per month within next two_ years . 
to meet the total requirements of Punjab and Haryana. The 
Committee hope that the detailed programme for development of 
terminals and line capacity has been chalked out in consultation 
with the Food Corporation of India so that all key procurement 
points are fully covered and line capacity is utilised to the optimum 
level from the very beginning. 

Rep]y of Government 

In order to meet the increasing demand for clearance of 
sponsored foodgrains by rail from the Northern States of Punjab, 
Haryana and U.P., the Railways are, in stages, augmenting capacity 
at terminals and on the critical sections. The focal procurement 
areas and the location of the storage godowns have been kept in 
view while chalking out plans. At the same time, the Mini\>try of 
Agricult'ilre has been addressed to indicate the quantum of food-
grains likely to be handled in the coming years from the various 
points so that the assets created do not remain unutilisetl later on. 

Meanwhile hy redical improvements in operating techniques, 
record loading of foodgrains is being done from the Northern 
States, culminating in the highest ever loading of sponsored food-
grains, in May, 81, when the daily average on the Broad Gauge 
was 1429 wagons, which is an all-time record. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC!VII!lO 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation (SI. No. 16, para No. 2.85) 

The Committee would like the Railway to keep a regular 
liaison with the FCI to· ensure that the Corporation takes action 
simultaneously to develop godown capacity and other infrastruc-
ture, for which they have taken the responsibility, so that by the 
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time the new line capacity is ready, the FCI are also ready to take 
full advantage of the new arrangements. 

(SI. No. 16). 

Reply of Gover~ent 

Regular liaison is maintained with the FCI both at the Zonal 
Railways' level and Board's level. Tlie Zonal Railways are holding 
regular ilieetings with the local representatives of the FCI to solve 
the issues threadbare. At the Board's level regular meetings are 
held with the FCI as and when desired by them and regular 
meetings are taken by Secretary (Food) to review the. progress of 
works. 

In order to achieve expeditious disposal of the proposals of the 
FCI at Zonal Railways' level the Board vide their D.O. letter 
No. 78. TT-111/32/13 dated 9-3-1981 had nominated the Chief Traffic 
Planning SupdttG. to co-ordinate action on FCI's applications, to. 
keep watch on their applications for sidings to ensure expeditio'Us 
finalisation. 

[Mini.';try of Railways (R1y. Board) No. 81-BC-ECJVII!lO 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation (SI. No. 17, Para No. 2.86) 

The Committee take note of the difficulties experienced by the 
Food Corporation of India in arranging movement of foodgrains to 
North-Eastern States, Orissa and Bihar. According to Railway, the 
-existing facilities in the North-Eastern Frontier Railways are ade-
quate to meet the demands of normal traffic to Assam and other 
North-Eastern States. The Committee feel that the Railwayi.> 
should not only be equipped to meet the~'°'normal' traffic demands 
but should also be able to handle additional traffic to meet abnormal 
situations that might arise in times of severe drought and other 
similar natural calamities. The geographical situation of Assam 
and other North-Eastern States requires that the Railways sho'llld 
develop further capacity for movement of foodgrains and other 
essential commodities to meet the urgent needs of the people there 
adequately and in time. 

ReMmmendation (SI. No. 19, Para No. 2.88) 

The Committee note that situations had arisen in the past when 
foodgrains rakes had to be booked to stations in Orissa where 
adequate siding facilities of rakes for unloading were not available. 
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The Committee would suggest that problems o:f such foodgrains 
receiving terminals in Orissa and ~lsewhere where unloading 
facilities for take loads are not adequate shau.ld be studied and 
satisfactory solutions to the problems of unloading rake loads 
found to avoid any dislocation in the retail distribution of essential 
commodities to consumer centres. 

Reply of Govemm~nt 

Development of transport capacity on different sections and at 
terminals is a continuous process on the Rail~s. The rate of 
development is dependent on the availability of funds and the 
priorities determined by the growing transportation needs to diffe-
rent areas. The .Railway Ministry is conscioas of the need for 
developing the transport capacity for the North Eastern region, 
as a matter of. fact, for the entire eastern region. The improve-
ment in the transport capacity alio includes the development of 
terminals. Keeping in view the existing facilities, programme for 
movement of bulk essential commodities like foodgrains, cement, 
etc. is drawn_ in consultation with the controlling Ministries so 
that the maximum quantity required can be moved. At the same 
time, pha•3ed programme for development of other terminals also 
continues to progress. 

The Railways have, inter-alia, taken the following steps for 
development of transport cr.pacity in the eastern region:-

(i) The entire Delhi-Calcutta route has been completely 
electrified via the grand chord. This also provides a 
completely double-line route, in addition to the main 
line via Patna providing an alternative route. Electrifi-
cation has speeded up movement of essential commodities 
for the entire eastern region. 

(ii) Additional facilities have been created by way of sidings 
in the entire coal-belt region cf Bengal, Bihar and 
Singr~uli in Uttar Pradesh. 

(iii) The entire metre gauge artery from Lucknow in 
Uttar Pradesh to Dibrugarh in Assam is being progres-
sively converted into Broad Gauge. 

(iv) Conversion of Gauhati-Dibrugarh section has been 
included in the Sixth Plan. 
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(v) Possibility of increasing the· capacity in the Gauhati• 
Lumding-Badarpur sector is being explored. 

{vi) Construction work on 6 new rail lines in the North 
Eastern Region, namely, Gauhati-Burnihat, Dhatmnagar-
Kumarghat, Balipara-Bhalukpong, Silchar-Jiribam, 
Amguri-Tuli and Lalaghat-Bhairabi to link various States 
in the North-Eastern region is being speeded up. This 
will facilitate direct rail movement to various States 
located in the North-Eastern region. 

{vii) Dumps to deal with steel and salt · traffic have been 
created at Ne<W Bongaigaon to meet the requirement of 
North-Eastern region. 

(viii) On the same lines, a cement dump has also been started 
at Jogighopa. 

(ix) A bypass line at Lucknow is being. provided in order to 
bypass the goods trains via Lucknow expeditfously. This 
will expedite movement of through traffic between th~ 
north and the east. 

(x) The through metre gauge line from Kasganj via Mailani 
Dudhwa and Goqi.khpur is being strengthened gradually 
by undertaking line capacity works. 

Close liaison is be;ng maintained with the Food Corporation of 
India for development of facilities at the destination stations where 
foodgrain rakes have to be sent on a sustained basis. 

With these steps, it is hoped that the requirements of North 
Eastern States, Orissa and Bihar will be adequately met. 

[Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) No. 81-BC-EC/ 
VII/10 dated 10th Decembe:::-, rnsl] 

Recommendation (SI. No. 18, Para No. 287) 

The Committee note that various works have been under-
taken and more works are proposed to be undertaken to augment 
the line capacity in the North-Eastern parts of the country. They 
hope that these works would be completed expeditiously and the 
Railways' capacity to move essential commodities to North-Eastern 
States would be augmented to the desired level. (SL No. 18). 



-
-Noted. 

• 
ReplJ' ef Government 

[Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) No. 81-BC-EC/ 
VII/10 dated 10th December, 1981] 

Recommendatio11 (Sr. No. 20, Para No. 2.89) 

The Committee would like that the transhipment capacity at 
Garhara in Bihar is kept abreast of the trafli.c requirements so as 
to avoid any delay in transhipment of essential commodities in-
tended for North Bihar and other areas which this Station serves. 

Reply of Government 

The daily average releases from Broad Gauge to Metre Gauge 
at Garhara during the last three years have been 122.5 in 1978-79, 
88.5 in 1979-80 and 89. 7 in 1980-81. ThiSi shows a decline in the 
rate of releases at Gar hara. However, now the route between 
Gorakhpur and Lucknow has been converted to Broad Gauge. This 
conversion of the trunk route on North Eastern Railway has<Jre-
duced the requirement of transbipment at Garhara considerably. 
The Railways, therefore, do not anticipate any difficulty in handline 
the traffic satisfactorily that would materialise at Garhara now for 
North Bihar and other areas served by that transhipment Point. 
No further development there is necessary as the level of traffic 
will go down. 

rMinistry Of Railways (Railway Board) No. 81-BC-EC/ 
VII/10 dated 10th December, 1981] 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 21, Para No. 2.90) 

It has been brought to the Committee•s notice by the Govern-
ment of West Bengal that as against the State's requirement of 2.5 
la.kh metric tonnes of foodgrains per month through Food Corpora-
tion of India, the average arrival during 10 months of 1980 was 1.7 
metric tonnes. The Railways have stated_ that the present pro-
gramme of movement of foodgrains to West Bengal is about 2 lakh 
metric tonnes per month and the movement has been more or less 
as per this programme during the months of October, November, 
December, 1980. The Committee find from the figures supplied by 
the Railways that during April, May, June and July, 1900, the 
supply of foodgrains to West Be~al ranged between 1.57 to 1.71 
lakh metric tonnes which was Milch below the 2.5 lakh metric 
tonnes expected by the State Government and was lower than 2 
lakh metric tonnes now being moved by Railways. -The Committee 
688 LS--3 



would like the Railways to spare no effort to avoid shortfall in the 
supply of foodgrains and other essential commodities td States 
which depend fnainly on the supply of such essential commodities 
from other parts of the country for their public distribution system. 

~ply of Government 

The Railways are fully conscious of the need to supply wagons 
for movement of f oodgrains and other essential commodities to 
meet the requirements of various States including West Bengal. 
Close liaison is maintained by this Ministry as well as by the 
Zonal Railways with the Food Corporation of India to load food-
grains according to the allocation made to each State. While 
every effort is made to meet . the foodgrain requirement of West 
Bengal and other States so that there is no disruption in their 
public distribution system, it is not always possible to load food-
grains strictly according to the monthly allocation of the States due 
to various reasons like congestion at the terminal stations, poor 
1'1.ease of loaded wagons on account of labour trouble and other 
reasons, floods, breaches, urgent requirements . of other States, etc. 
However, the shortfall in loading in a particular month is made 
good by loading more wagons during the ·subsequent months. 

While it is true that there was shortfall in loading of foodgrains 
to West Bengal during April to July, 1980, the shortfall was made 
good by loading more "foodgrains during the subsequent months as 
will be evident from the figures given below: -

( in lakh tonne<J ) 

Month Programme Loading 
(1980-lh) 
April 2·24 1•76 
May 2·26 1·66 
June 1·6o I.~ July I ·84 I• 
August I·8o 2·o4 
September I•g8 2· 19 
October I ·85 1•99 
November 1·95 I '92 
December 2·og 2·43 
January l•g8 2·72 
February 1·73 1 •g1 
March I•g6 2•01 

23·22 23•8g --April 1gll1 1·50 1•61 



It will be seen from the above that loading of foodgrains from 
Northern Railway to West Bengal during 1980-81 was more than 
the programme. Even during April 1981, the loading was more 
than the programme. 

The movement of essential commodities such as foodgrains, 
sugar, salt, cement, FOL, etc. to the various States is being special-
ly monitored at the Board's level with the purpose of ensuring 
that the requirements of the Public Distribution System in the 
various states are met ...adequately. 

[Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) No. 81-BC-EC/ 
. VIl/10 dated 10th December, 1981] 

Recommendation (St. No. 22, Para No. 2.91) 

Reports of unsatisfactory movement of salt have been received 
from various parts of the country. From the information furnistled 
by the Ministry of Railways it is also seen that the movement of 
salt has not been keeping pace with the allocations. For instance in 
Himachal Pradesh as against a quota of 24,000 tonnes of iodised 
salt the actual despatches were only of the order of 12.3 thousand 
tonnes in 1979 and 11.7 thousand tonnes in 1980. For movement 
of salt from Kakinada Port, the monthly loading of salt from May 
to September, 1980 was about 31 wagons as against a quota of 103 
wagons. The salt demand in Assam was not met fully either in 
1979 on 1n 1980. In the case of Manipur, Arunachal Pradesh and 
Nagaland, the supply of iodised salt in 1979 was hardly 66 per cent. 
There were reports of heavy accumulation of salt stocks in Tuti-
corin for want of wagons. The short loading vis-a-vis allocation 
has been attributed by the Railway mostly to the lack of indents. 
But this contention is not supported by the figures of salt loadings 
supplied by the Railways Board which show that the loading has 
been far short of indents during the last four years. It is difficult 
to appreciate as to why if salt is available and Railways claim to 
have the wagon stocks, the parties should not place indents on the 
Railwa~, especially when the commodity is in demand in the 
eonsuming centres. The Committee would like the Rai:lways to 
enquire into this phenomenon in greater depth with a view to 
finding out the true picture. The Committee would like to be in-
formed of the outcome of this enquiry. 

Reply of Government 

The requirement of edible sait for different States is assessed 
by the Salt Commissioner based on population. He also reviews 



the actual despatches of salt to different States on a monthly basis. 
After the quotas have been allocated by the Salt Commissioner 
to different States the State Governments arrange to place indents. 
at the forwarding stations. The indents received through the Salt 
Department are accepted for movement under priority 'B' for 
!iodised salt and priority 'C' for other common salt. After indents 
have been placed at the forwarding stations wagons are allotted 
according to their seniority of registration. If indents are not 
placed with the Railways by certain States, Railways cannot help· 
in the movement of salt to those States. Sometimes sufficient 
indents are not registered which leads to shortfall in despatches. 

1.1 Himachal Pradesh has been allocated a quota of 24,0(} tonnes 
of iodised salt per annum. Against this quota, the actual despatches 
were 12,300 tonnes in 1979 and 11,700 tonnes in 1980. Himachal' 
Pradesh: draws its requirement of iodised salt from Sambhar Lake-
in Rajasthan. There were only a total of 31 indents (equivalent to 
550 tonnes) and 23 indents (equivalent to 400 tonnes) pending at 
Sambhar Lake on 31-12-1979 and 31-lZ-1980, respectively, for move-
ment of iodised salt to different areas in the country. It would' 
thus be seen that demands for iodised salt were met currently. 

1. 2 Kakinada Port has been allocated a quota of 103 wagons per 
month for movement of zonal salt from May 1980. Against the 
quota of 1026 wagons from May 1980 to December 1980, 418 wagons 
were loaded during this period due to non-placement of sufficient 
indents. In the current year against the quota of 432 wagons from 
ITauary 1981 to April 1981. 538 wagons have been loaded, i.e., 106 
wagons more than the quota. 

1.3 Against the quota of 1,25,000 tonnes for Assam during 1979, 
the actual despatches were 1,02,100 tonnes and during 1980 against 
the quota of 1,32,600 tonnes the actual despatches were 1,29,300 
tonnes. The shortfall during 1979 was due to lack of indents. At 
the end of 1979 there were only 26 indents (equivalent to 468" 
tonnes) pending with Railways for movement of salt to Assam. 
The marginal shortfall in despatches during 1980 has been due to 
lack of indents during January and February 1980 and also due to-
the disturbed conditions in the State. 

1.4 In order to meet the demands of salt of North Eastern 
States including Assam satisfactorily, it has been decided that, with 
effect from 1-4-1981, salt will move only by all BG route upto New 
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.Bongaigaon where a stockyard has been created. Further move-
ment to the consumption areas will be by metre-gauge rakes as per 
requirement. Assam being the principal consumer of salt, the 
Government of Assam has agreed that the STATFED (The Assam 
State Co-operative Marketing and Consumers Federation Ltd.) 
Gauhati would arrange for salt rakes to be unloaded at New Bon-
gaigaon and for loading in MG rakes_ for which the requisite 
handling charges would be levied by them. The Government of 
Assam would operate the salt dump on the 'No-profit-no-loss' basis. 
The movemP.nt of salt to the dump at New Bongaigaon has since 
started. 

1.5 As regards movement of iodised salt to Manipur, Arunachal 
Pradesh and N agaland against the quota of 15,500 tonnes for these 
States during 1979, the actual despatches were 10,100 tonnes. These 
States were drawing their requirements during 1979 from Khara-
ghoda where the demands were met in full during 1979. There 
were only a total of 75 indents pending at Kharaghoda on 31-12-1979, 
which were registered on 31-12-1979 itself for movement of iodised 
salt to different areas in the country. During 1980 these States 
were linked with Sambhar Lake in Rajasthan. Against the quota 
of 16,200 tonnes during 1980 for these States the actual despatches 
were 16,100 tonnes. It would be observed that the demands were 
met currently. 

1.6 As regards movement of salt from Tuticorin against the 
.quota of 11,790 wagons during 1980, 13,579 wagons were loaded. 
In the current year against the quota of 3,940 wagons from January 
1981 to April 1981, 5687 wagons were loaded during the period. 

Under the present niles, Railways supply wagons for loading 
-of salt strictly in accordance with the seniority of indents registered. 
In this arrangement some excess supplies to some States and cor-
responding shortfall in supply to some other States is unavoidable 
in the absence of any agency to regulate and ensure that indents 
are placed for different States 'in accordance With the requirements 
of those States. The actual total despatches of salt for the entire 
country during the last three years have been as per the require-
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ments assessed by the Salt Commissioner as will be observ-ed from 
the following figures furnished by the Salt Commissioner:/ 

Year 

1978 
1979 
1g8o 
1g81 
(upto March) 

(figures in 'ooo tonnes) 

Quota Despatchc s. 
(by all 
modes) 

3836·4 3go4·3 
3~38·4 4203·9 
3849·9 3836·6 
961·3 1o68·9 

(Proportionate 
Quota) 

[Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) No. 81-BC-EC/ 
vm110, dated 10th December, 1981) 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 23, Para No. 2.92) 

The Committee would like the Railways to review their arrange-
ments for salt movement and streamline them to move consign-
ments of salt-<' Jmmon as well as iodised to meet the demands of 
consuming st<' .c!S in full. They wauld like to be apprised df the 
measures taken in this regard. 

(S. No. 23). 

Reply of Government 

Movement of salt by rail is governed by the zonal scheme drawn 
up by the Salt Department with_ the approval of Railway Board. 
The salt under zonal scheme moves under four different priorities, 
B, C, D & E. Salt programmed by the Salt Department for goitre 
endemic areas is moved under priority 'B' and other common salt 
for human consumption under priority 'C'. Salt programmed by 
Salt Department for industrial consumption is moved under priority 
'D'. Non-programmed salt is moved under priority 'E' alongwith 
other general goods. Efforts are made by Railways to supply 
wagons as per the programme drawn up by the Salt Department. 
Changes in. the pattern of movement required from time to time 
are discussed mutually by Railways with the Salt Commissioner 
and implemented. In order to meet the salt reqUirements of North 
Eastern States satisfactorily, it was decided at the meeting held by 
Chairman, Railway Board, with the North Eastern States and 
North Eastern Coun~il on 21-2-1961 at Shillong that with effect 
from 1-4-1981, salt for North Eastern States will be moved by all 
BG route upto New Bongaigaon where a salt 'dump' has been 
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created. Further movement of salt to the consumption area will 
be in MG rakes depenc;ling upoi:;i. t.he requirements. This an-ange-
ment has already been introduced. 

[Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) No. 81-BC-EC/ 
VII/10/dated 10th December, 19811 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 24, Para No. 2.93) 

It has been brought to the Committee's notice that Railway 
wagons are allotted only to the licence holders in Tuticorin area 
who are producing annually 4 lakh tonnes salt. Unlicensed salt 
producers who are producing 12 lakh tonnes of salt annually were 
not allotted railway wagons for movement of salt produced by 
them. The Chairman, Railway Board, 'stated before the Committee 
that the quota o'f wagons for salt was fixed by the Salt Commis-
sioner who was an independent agency and it was not in the 
power of the Railway Board to increase the quota. Since salt 
whether produced by licence holders or others is an essential Com-
modities which is in short supply in many parts of the country, 
necessary transport arrangements ought to be made to move it to 
·consuming centres. The Committee would like the Railways to. 
take up the problems of salt producers of · Tuticorin region with 
the Salt Commissioner with a view to increasing the quot.a of 
wagons to meet the requirements of salt producers of the area. 

Reply of Government 

AB desired by the Committee the matter was taken up with the 
Salt Commissioner. The entire quantity of edible salt earmarked 
for rail movement is being programmed by the Salt Commissioner 
under higher classes of priorities 'B' & 'C' of the Preferential 
Traffic Schedule. Hence, there appears no necessity for movement 
of non-programmed salt by the Railways. Even then the Railways 
have provided some quotas for movement of non-programmed salt 
under priority class 'E' within the ceiling limits on registration of 
indents fixed for movement of such salt. 

The Government of India (the Ministry of Industry) decided 
that with effect 'from 1-1-79 that the non-licensed manufacturers 
will have equal opportunities to get railway wagons under high 
priority class 'C' of Preferential Traffic Schedule for movement of 
salt under zonal scheme subject to the conditicn that (i) the salt 
produced conforms to ISI specifications as fixed by the Government 
from time to time; and (ii) the manufacturers have a lawful access 
over the land in which the salt is manufactured. Since then, the 
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Salt Commissioner has been gr•ting quota to such non-licensed 
salt man-.facturers all over the country under priority 'C' who 
fulfil the prescribed conditions. Hence those who do not hold a 
licence do not sufl'er from any handicap now. 

It may also be mentioned that against the quota of 11,790 wagons 
for movement of programmed salt from Tuticorin during 1980, 
13,579 wagons were loaded. In the current·year, against the quota 
of 4920 wagons from January to May 1981, 7129 wagons were loaded 
during the period. The loading from Tu.ticorin by rail is thus 
very satisfactory. 

[Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) No. 81-BC-EC/ 
VII!lO, dated 10th December, 1981.] 

Recommendation (Sr. No. %5, Para No. 2.94) 

From the representations received from the Governments of 
Himachal Pradesh and Karnataka and non-official orgnisations it 
is seen that the demand for cement in these States is not being 
met in full because of wagon shortage. The Railway Board have 
informed the Committee that during the third and fourth quarters 
of 1980, the supply of cement of Himachal Pradesh was to the 
.extent of 70 per cent and 53 per cent respectively, vis-a-vis, the 
allocations. Demands of Karnataka State were met to the extent 
of 104 per cent and 105 per cent during the quarters. Railways 
.claim to have made available the agreed number of wagons to each 
cement factory in consultation with the Cement Controller. The 
shortage of Cement supply to Himachal Pradesh is reported to be 
-due to short production in cement factories because of power C"..Its. 

In the case of Karnataka and other Southern States there are no 
major bottlenecks according to Railways except occasionally 
operating restrictions due to congestion either en-route or at the 
terminals. The C<>mmittee feel that the complaints of the Govern-
ments of Himachal Pradesh and Karnataka' and the reported 
difficulties of cement movement in other Southern States should 
be looked into by the Railways dispassionately with a view to 
identifying the points where bottlenecks take place and the reasons 
therefor. The Committee would like the Railways to take all 
measures p0ssible within their reach to facilitate quick movement 
-0f cement factories to conS'Uming centres so as to meet their demand 
in full. 
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Reply of Government 

The Recommendation of the Estimates Committee has been 
noted and.intimated to all the concerned Zonal Railways. Whenever 
difficulty is reported by any of the States or parties, necessary 
remedial action is taken. The Committee would be glad that there 
has been considerable improvement in so far as despatches of 
cement to Himachal Pradesh are concerned. During the first two 
quarters of 1981 the State received 55,460 tonnes of cement against 
allocation of 55,400 tonnes which was more than 100 per cent. 
Karnataka received 4,34,004 tonnes against allocation of 4,99,000 
tonnes during the quarters which was· 87 per cent vis-a-vis the 
allocation. 

[Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) No. 81-BC-EC/ 
VII/10 dated 10th December, 1981] 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 26, Para No. 2.95) 

Fertilizer is another commodity which is reported not to have 
moved in adequate quantities from ports to the consumption centres. 
The Food Corporation of India has stated that the quotas for wagons 
supply for fertilizers have been fixed for various ports, but Railways 
have not been in a position to supply the agreed number of wagons. 
According to the Railways the quotas fixed for clearance of fertili· 
zers from ports do not represent the loading targets. The Com-
mittee are surprised to learn from the Railways that while during 
the current period (1900) the monthly target for clearance is stated 
to be roughly 320 BG and 40 MG wagons per day, the quotas given 
to different ports add up to 530 BG wagons and 105 MG wagons. 
Why the quotas should be· fixed so much on the high side is not clear. 
The Committee would like the Railways to review the system of fixing 
.quotas for fertilizers movement from ports in consultation with the 
Food Corporation of India and fix up realistic q_uotas which should 
be adequate fu meet the demand· and which they can adhere to. 

Reply of Government 

The daily quotas for loading of imported fertilisers from ports are 
fixed by the Railways in consultation with the Ministry of Agricul-
ture, keeping in view the fertilisers lying at the ports, the expected 
arrivals during the month, and the handling capacity. The daily 
quotas are revised on a monthly basis. In addition to the Food Cor-
poration of India, there are other handling agencies which are Ioad-
in~ fertilisers on behalf of that Ministry as the entire traffic cannot 
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be handle~ ~y Food Corporation of India. While every effort is made 
to fix reali~ti~ q~ot.as to avoid wastage of rail transport capacity at 
the P?rts, it is difficult to strictly a~ere to j.pe quotas fixed due to 
a variety of reasons. For instance, the Railways have fixed a daily 
quotia of 100 wagons for loading of fertilisers from Madras Port as 
agr~ to by the Food Corporation of India Altilough wagons are 
available, the loading has been mucli less beca:µse of several problems 
such as poor discharge, labC7Ur problems, etc. Towards the end of 
May 1981 they were loading only 60 to 70 wagons per day. In spite 
of this, Food Corporation of India have not asked for any reduction 
of the quot;a, due to which Railways have 1lo withdraw the empcy 
wagons and supply to other sectors. In Bombay area, where loading 
of imported fertilisers should be 150 wagons a day, as agreed upon 
mutually with the Food Corporation of India and Ministry of Agricul-
ture, the loading has dropped sharply du.ring May due to non avail 
ability of fertiliser s1;ocks. 

The. endeavour of the Railways is to ensure that quotas are fixed 
xealistically by taking all relevant factors into consideration in con• 
sultation with ijle various agencies. The daily quotas also take inro 
account the fact that on certain days in a month there will be short-
falls in loading due to adverse factbrs such as labour trouble, delayed 
arrival of ships, non availability of wagons, e1ic. The recommenda-
tion made by the Committee, however will be kept in view while 
revising and fixing the quotas for each month. 

(Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 dated 
10-12-1981 J 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 27, Para No. 2.96) 

The Railways have pointed out that the loading of imported fertt• 
lizers from various ports has been hampered for a va:riej;_y of reasons, 
like labour problems, bagging difficulties, go-slow tactics of FCJ 
labour, failure of loading agencies, etc. etc. According to the position 
in January 1981, as explained by Chairman, Railway Bo:U-d'. the acw 
cumulated stocks of 'fertilizers both at Madras and Tuticorin have 
been cleared. Punjab and Hary~ have since been over-stocked 
with fertilisers and the requirements of Bihar, Andhra Pradesh and 
U.P. have also been fully met. There is no longer any problem of 
fertilizer movement at the ports. The Committee are happy to note 
that the Railways have organised a special campaign for mo:ement 
of fertilizer from ports and have completed supplies of . this com-
modit'V to meet the demands in the consuming States. The Com• 
mitt~ ieel that instead of waiting for the last moment to ar:rang~ 
a crash programme of movement of fertilizer, it would be mudi 
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better if the supply of wagons ~s so.organised that as and when the 
import;ed fertilizers r~ach the ports, their movement according to a 
systematic programme should start and the stocks cleared without 
delay. 

Reply of Go-.rnment 

Movement of imported fertilisers from ports is 1 arranged on a pro-
grammed basis. The daily quotas for loac:Ung of imported fertilisers 
from ports are fixed every month in consultation with the Ministry 
of Agriculture keeping in view the fertilisers lying at the ports and 
the expected arrival during the month. Loading to different States 
is done by the handling agencies as per allocation made under ECA. 
Instructions have already been issued (to the Zonal Railways to 
maintain _close liaison with the handling agencies so that there is no 
delay in the clearance of this traffic. While the Railways are anxious 
to ayoid crash movement, such movement to sometimes unavoidable 
due to sudden increase in allocation under the grow more food cam~ 
paign, late arrival of ships, less loading due to labour problems and 
consequent accumulation of stock, etc. It will be appreciated that 
Railways can arrange movement only when a programme is given 
by the Ministry of Agriculture, the <Jestinations are determined and 
indents are plac:ed with the Railways for supply of wagon:::. All 
Zonal Railways have been instructed to arrange. expeditious clearance 
of the traffic. · ' 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VIl/10 dated 
10-12-1981.] 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 28, Para No. 2.97) 

The Government of West Bengal have represented to the 
Committee that the movement o{ levy sugar for use in West Bengal 
was· delayed in 1979-80 due to the 'fail'lll'e of Railway Ministry to pro-
vide necessary transport. The Railways have informed the Com-
mittee that while the allotment of sugar to various States was made 
in December, 1979, the sugar facfories started placing indents for 
wagons only towards the lasti period of January, 1980. In the absence 
of block rake indents the time taken for wagons during transit was 
inevitably longer and as a consequence levy s:igar allotted to West 
Bengal in December, 1979 reached the State only in February, 1980. 
Even though the Railways may not be fully to blame for the lat.e 
arrival of levy sugar in West Bengal last year, the fact remains that 
there was a gap of about two months between the allobnent of levy 

-sugar quota and its arrival in the State. The Committee would 
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suggest that the Railways sheuld give special consideration to the 
movement of such essential and sensitive commodities like sugar to 
ensure that in so far ·as itl lies in their power, the loading, movement '-
and unloading such commodities is not delayed. 

Reply of Government 
The allotment of wagons is made on the basis of seniority of 

indents and priority accorded for movement under the Preferential 
Traffic Schedule issued by the Railways. In order to ensure pre-
ference in allofunent of wagons, levy sugar which was earlier being 
moved under priority: 'C' was upgraded to priority 'B' which is the 
_highest priority accorded for traffic other than military traffic. It 
would thus be. seen that the Railways are already giving special 
consideration to levy sugar which is enjoying the highest priority for 
allotment of wagons with a view to avoid· any delay in its allotment 
and movement. The observation of the Committee that there should 
be no delay in their loading, movement and unloading, has beP.n 
noted, and the Zonal Railways asked to keep a watch over it. 

[.Ministry, of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 dated 
lQ-12-1981.] 

Recommendation (Sl. No. 29, Para No. 2.98) 

According to a representation made by a sugar factories 
association with the present system of allotment of wagons to sugar 
factories leaves much to be. desired. Though sugar is classified 
under category 'C' wagons indented by sugar factories are not allot-
ted by the Railways for several days. Indents placed for wagons are 
complied with only piecemeal and this affects the sugar movement. 
Railways have stated that levy sugar which had earlier been given 
'C' category was upgraded from March, 1980 to category 'B' which 
is the highest priority accorded for traffic other than military traffic. 
The Railways, it is stated, make all efforts to meet the demand of 
sugar, particularly levy sugar i~ full. The Committee would expect 
the Railways to look into the reasons for supplying to sugar factories 
piecemeal even when indent for a much larger number of wagons 
were reportedly placed. In fact, the Railways should welcome in-
dents for a large number of wagons at a time in keeping with their 
latest strat.egy of rake or half-rake movement. 

Reply of Government 

The Railway Administration is in unison with the Committee 
about their observation regarding block rake movement of sugar. 
The Committee will be glad to know that Railways have already 
started clearing bulk indents of levy sugar in block rakes and are 
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persuading the loading agencies to offer this traffic only in block 
rakes to the extent possible so that it can be lJl.OVed speedily and 
safely to the destination. 

[Ministry; of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/Vli/10 dated 
lQ-12-1981.] 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 30, Para No. 2.99) 

The Committee feel that not only levy sugar but also the 
free sale sugar when despatched from mills should be given high 
prioritiy for movement by Railways. De~yed movement of free sale 
sugar also causes scracity and consequent high prices. To avoid 
difficulties to the people on this account, it is necessary that the 
movement of free sale sugar from mills is given high priority in the 
movement schedule. 

Reply of Govemment 

The allotment of wagons is made on· the basis of seniority of in-
dent.s and priority accorded '.for movement under Preferential Traffic 
Schedule issued by the Railway Board. In order to ensure preference 
in allotment of wagons, "levy" sugar which had earlier been moving 
under priority 'C' was upgraded to priority 'B' which is the highest 
priority accorded to traffic other than military traffic. Moyement of 
sugar for "fri::e" sale is arranged under priority 'D' which is also a 
high priority. It would thus be seen that levy sugar and free sale 
sugar are enjoying higher priority for movement. It is true that 
levy sugar is getting preference over free sale sugar in the matter 
of allotment of wagons as this is required for Public Distribution 
System all over the country. Free sale sugar also enjoys higher prio-
rity 'D' which would indicate that. this commodity: is also getting pre-
ference in allotment of wagons. Both cannot be given the same prio-
rity because the former is meant for public distribution at• a 
controlled rate, whereas the latter is meant for sale by traders at a 
profit. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/Vll/10 dated 
lQ-12-1981.J 

Recommendation (S. No. 31, Para No. 2.100) 

Complaints of unsatisfactory allotment of wagons and tank wagons 
for movement of ground nut oil from Andhra Pradesh to ealcuUa 
area and Eastern region have been received by the Committee. Ac-
cording to Railways, the demand for tank wagons is made in pie~ 
meal and piecemeal loading leads to wastage of transportation 
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capacity_ and slows down the tum-round. Railways prefer movement 
of tank wagons in rakes and claim to be in a position to supply 
empty tank wagons rakes on a programmed basis. According to the 
Railways, no difficulty is anticipated in clearing ground nut oil 
traffic to Calcutta and North Eastern Region. While the Committee 
appreciates the anxiety of Railways to move oil and other traffic in 
rake load in the interests of more efficient use of their transport capa-
city, they feel that Railways would have to do a lot of ground work 
if they have to make their new strategy a success without creating 
difficulties for the traders or consumers. Railway should start a 
series of discussions with traders and manufacturers organisations to 
ascertain their difficulties vis-a-vis rake load strategy and evolve a 
practical approach with permitted variations to suit local and regional 
peculiarities, which should reconcile the traders needs with the 
Railway's anxiety to use wagons in rake loads tt> derive the maxi-
mum advantage. Railways will also have to launch a campaign to 
bring home to the traders and producers the advantage they will 
have under the rake load movement system and may also have to 
give them incentives. Such a campaign will have to be thought of at 
all-India level not only for oil trade but for all commodities which 
move in bulk. 

Reply of Government 

The recommendation of the Estimates Committee on the block 
rake movement of essential commodities has been noted. The com-
modities susceptible of block rake movement are (1) coal, (2) 
cement, (3) steel, (4) foodgrains, (5) fertilisers, (6) salt, (7) POL, 
(8) vegetable oils, (9) sugar and (10) fodder. 

Mqst of these commodities move on programmed basis, the pro-
gramme being drawn after mutual consultations by the controlling 
Ministrx_ and the Ministry of Railways. As far as possible, this pro-
gramme is drawn on the basis of block rake movement from originat-
ing stations to the destination stations. Where adequate handling 
facilities are not available, block rakes are formed by combining load-
ing from two stations or by combining the loading for two or more 
stations on the same section. Block rakes are formed either on the 
basis of rake indents or by combining the piecemeal indents received 
from different parties. To make a success of the block rake 
schemE!; discussiollS are held with the controlling Ministries, trade 
organisations, etc. The recommendation of the Estimates Com-
mittee has been circulated. to all the Zonal Railways to persuade 
railway's custOmers to opt for more and more block rake loading. 



Keeping in view this pattern, tetminal facilities are al.So being deve-
loped both at the loading and tJ:te receiving ends. . 

[Ministry of Itailways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC-/VII!l<> dated 
10-12-1981] 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 32, Para No. 2.105) 

'The Committee take note of the arrangements made by 
Railways for movement of potatoes on the Northern and North East-
ern Zones during potato season. But potatoes is not the only perish-
able commodity that requites to be moved expeditiously. There are 
many other commodities like bananas, oranges, onions, mangoes etc. 
which being perishable require to be moved from production centres 
to consuming centre without delay. 'The Committee would like the 
Railways to identify the perishable commodities in various regions 
and evolve a suitable system on the lines of the one in vogue in 
Himachal Pra<iesh to assess their transport requirements and plan 
movement on priority basis during respective seasons. 

Reply of Government 

Perishable traffic like fresh fruits, vegetables, meat and fish is 
generally cleared in brake-vans of fast Mail/Exptess trains for which 
g;;>ecific quotas are allotted to different stations. Special arrange-
ments are also made by Railways for clearance of large quantities 
of season fruits like mangoes, bananas, lime etc. by running special 
trains, both coaching and goods. Periodical meetings are held by 
the Railway Administrations with the trade to plan for clearance of 
such traffic. On certain Railways, refrigerated vans are in operation 
for the transport of meat ·and fish traffic. 

The Food an!\ Agriculture organisation of the United Nations 
are at present engaged in studying the 'wagon climate' in rail transit 
of fruits and vegetables like, apples, mangoes, oranges, bananas, 
potatoes and onions, etc. The Indian Railways have been associated 
with this Project. Railways extend cooperation ~or the experiments 
being conducted by the Marketing Planning &:' Design Centre 
(MPDC) in this connection. 'The Project consists of two stages-
Stage one, to quantify the in-transit envirolimerif and Stage two, 
to examine feasibility of modifications to the existing rolling stock. 
A beginning has already been made in regard to tlie experiments 
uniter Stage one o~ the projecl by studying the in-transit environ-
tnent of apple arid potato traftic. Similar experiments are now being 
conteiriplated i:ri respect o:l some other selected commodities also. 
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The Marketing Planning & Design Centre (MPDC) are expected to 
make their recommendations based on their experiments with re-
gard to changes in design of the rolling stock to. improve the in-
transit conditions, particularly to keep the ambient temperature as 
low as possible. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81".'BC-ECfVII/10 
ctt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation (S. No. 33, Para No. 3.5 and 3.6) 

The Committee were concerned to note the persistent decline in 
transportation of goods from 212.59 million tonnes in 1976-77 to 
193.06 nu11ion tonnes in 1979-80. Although the infrastructure in the 
Railway system ror 1980-81 was built up for carrying 240 million 
tonnes of freight traffic, tfie loacting of goods in fir5t six months of 
1980-81 was only 90 million fonnes. At this rate the total loading 
at the end of year would have been come to 180 million tonnes 
which would have the lowest since 1975-76. The Committee are 
glad to note that as a result of the st~s recently taken by the Minis-
try of Railways the monthly loading has started picking up since 
November 1980 with 16.19 MT in November, 17.S2 million tonnes in 
December (1980) and 19 MT in .January (1981). The Railways 
expect that the cumulative loading for the year (1980-81) would 
exceed that of the previous year. 

This shows how with an imaginative employment of existing 
infrastructure and management techniques not only the persistent 
deterioration in freight services can be stemmed but the same roll-
ing stock can be utilised to reverse the downwar<l trend and pro-
duce much better results within a short a;>an of a few months. The· 
Committee would recommend that now that tJie tide has been 
turned, the new practices and techniques which fiave put the rail-
ways back on the track should not only be consolidated but also 
developed further arid built into the system firmly so as to ensure-
that freight services are· operated at the higliesl possible level of 
efficiency without letting any~sense of complacency creep in at any 
stage. 

Reply of Government 

The downwarf\ trend in freight traffic on the Railways has been 
arrested effectively after initiation of certain new innovations durinf 
the second half of the year 1980-81. The Railways ended the year 
1980-Sl by lifting 195.01 million tonnes of revenue earning traffic 
against the target of 195 million tonnes. Projections for the freight 
traffic for the year 1981-82 are at 240 million tonnes including 215 
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million tonnes of reveq.ue earning traffic. During the first two 
months of the current financial yeaa viz. April and May 1981, total 
revenue earning traffic lifted by Railways was to the tune of 16.89 
and 18.04=34.93 million tonnes against the target of 34.66 million 
tonnes for these two months. It would be railways' continuous 
endeavour to ensure optimum utilisation of freight servic~ a11d 
achieve maximum possible loading. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-ECJVII/10 

clt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 34, Para Na. 3.7) 

The Committee are, howevel', concerned to note that with the 
funcls allocated by the Planning Commission.for Railways (Rs. 5167 
crores) for the Sixth Five Year Plan, the Railways will be able to 
develop their transportation capacity to lift only 260 m.t. at the end 
of the Plan period (1984-85) as against an estimated traffic of 330 m.t. 
as arrived at by Planning Commisstnns Working Group on Railways 
.and 309 m.t. as finally .estimated by Planning Commission. The 
Committee cannot help taking a serious note of the big gap between 
the estimated. traffic and th~ Railways capacity and feel that situa-
tion cralls for a critical review of the adequacy of financial alloca-
tions vis-a-vis estimated growth in freight traffic now to avert a 
crisis later. (SI. No. 34) . 

Reply of Government 

The Railways had pleaded with the Planning Commission for 
higher allocation when the VI Plan was being finalised. The Plan-
ning Commission, however, allocated Rs. 5,100 crores only, against 
an allocation of about Rs. 11.800 crores recommended by the Work-
ing Group constituted by the Planning Commission to drew up the 
Railways' vt Five Year Plan. 

The Railways will take 11? the matter with the Planning Com-
mission once again at the time of mid-t.erm appraisal for additional 
funds. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EX:!fVII/10 

ctt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation (S. No. 36, Para Nos. 4.13 & 414) 

The Committee are informed that the present installed capa-
city for wagon building in the country is 28;040 wagons per year in 
the private sector and 1,600 per year in the Railways own workshops. 
688 LS-4 



The Ministry had. planned pro~urement of 25,000 wagons per year 
during the Sixth Plan, but they now expect that this capacity can-
not be reached immediately but would develop progressively. As 
against the existing capacity of 28,040 wagons a year, Railways are 
expecting to receive 12,000 wagons in 1980-81 and iS,000 in 1981-82 
from private manufacturers, thus leaving about 70,000 wagons to 
be procured in the last 3 years of the plan. 

Against the background of shortfalls in wagons manufac-
turers in the past on account of power shor_J;age, labour trouble, 
agitations, etc., it is a moot Q<>int whether wagon manufacturers 
would be able to fully execute orders for thtr"'§Upp1.y of 1,10,000 
wagons by the end of 1984-85. The Committee would like the Rail-
ways to monitor the progressive b.uild up of capacity an'd utilisation 
of capacity by indigenous manufacturers of wagons to make sure 
that the progress is keeping pace with expectations. If at any stage, 
it becomes known to the Railways that indigenous manufacturers 
would not be able to supply the required number of wagons, the 
Railway Board should seriously examine whether they woulil. be 
able to cope with the demand with whatever the indigenous manu-
facturers can supply or import would become inevitable to avoid 
any crisis. The Committee would like the information regarding 
wagons supply vis-a-vis demand to be mentioned specifically in the 
Annual Report of the Railways to enable Parliament to keep itself 
acquainted with the progress. 

Reply of Government 

The total installed wagon buil~g capacity of ten wagon builc\-
ing units, both in the public as well as private sector, is 26,040 
wagons in terms of four-wheelers .,er annum. In addition, spare 
capacity can be utilised in three Railway workshops for manufac-
ture of about 2000 wagons in terms of 4-wheelers per annum. Thus 
the total installed capacity for wagons building comes to 28;040 four 
wh~lers per annum. 

Procutement of wagons is arrangea by the Railways from the 
above mentioned sources consistent" with traffic requirements and 
allocation of funds for the purpose by the Planning Commission 
on a year to year basis. 

For the VI Plan i;>eriod 1_980-81 to 1984-85, the, Planning Com- -
mission have agreed for procurement of 1,00,000 wagons in terms 
of FWs. Actual production of wagons durlng 1980-81 has been 
12,004 four wheeler Uri.its and for 1981-82, the target of procure-
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ment is 18,000 wagons in terms of 4-wheelers. Thus <luring the 
P,eriod 1982-83 to 1984-85, it will be necessary to step up wagon 
production to the level of 22,000 to 25,000 4-wheelers 1,;?er annum. 

The total 'Wagon building capacity in the country being 28,040 
wagons in terms of 4-wheelers per annum, it is anticipated that the 
Industry wilt geer up to meeting the full requirements of 1,00,000 
wagons (in terms of 4 wheelers) during the VI Plan period 1980-81 
to 1984-85. The progress of_ manufacture of wagons will be watched 
·continuously and corrective measures fO'Und necessary will be taken 
as and when required. 

Information regarding wagon supply vis-a-vis demand will be 
incorporated in the Annual Report of the Railways. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-ECJVII/10 
<it. 10-12-s1J 

ColllfJlents of the Committee 

Please see para l.l"?r of Chapter I of the Report. 

Recommendation (S. No. 37, Para No. 4.28) 

The Committee note with concern that 33,000 wagons constitut-
ing 6 per cent of the total stock are on the 'sick' list 9.Waiting repairs 
which is 50 per cent higher than flie norm of 4 per cent prescribed 
by the Railways in this regard. 

The Committee hope that with the improvement in power posi-
ti~n which is in evidence, the constraints would get removed soon 
and the Railway workshops start working to full capacity and bring 
do\\Tll the number of sick wagons to reasonable level. 

Reply of Government 

"Noted. Action has already been taken to in~rease the out-tum 
from both workshops and sicldines aiid constant endeavours are 
being continued to be made for further improvement. As a result 
m the efforts made, out-turn from the workshops has shown a con-
si!\erable and continuous improvement in the last 6 months. Against 
a monthly average out-turn for periodical overhaul (POH) of 5254 
wagons per month in the year 1980, the month~wise out-turn for the 
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first 6 months of 1981 has shown a continuous increasing trend as; 
will be seen from the figures given below: 

Month Jan. Feb. March April May June 

POH 

Out-turn 6o85 6986 7496 

.. 
This is being reflected in a lowering trend in the number of ineffec-
tive wagons. However, as there are substantial arrears in main-
tenance, it will take some time before the position becomes ;normal. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rl.y. Board) No. 81-BC-ECfVII/10' 
<it. 10-12-81) 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 38 Para No. 4.29) 

The Committee would like the Railway Boaro to keep them..-
selves in constant tot!~ with the working of workshe»:Js and. the-
constraints under which they are working to see- whether and if so. 
to what extent material inputs like industrial gases and components. 
be procured from alternative sources in areas not affected by powe~ 
cuts with a view to keeping the workshops at the maximum level 
of efficiency possible under the given circumstances. 

Reply of Government 

The Railway Board are nlrearl.y keeping constant touch with the 
working of workshops as well as the constraints'under which they 
have to work and suitable remedial action is taken whenever called 
for. With regard to material inputs like industrial gases and com-
ponents, purchase and 'depot officers are in constant touch with the 
workshop authorities and constraints felt due to non-availability of 
material inputs are identified and remedial action is always taken 
to make material available from. alternative source, Tf necessary, by 
utilising emergency powers. The workshops are thus kept at a 
maximulll level of efficiency within the constraints in which they 
have t6 operate. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-ECfVII/10-
ctt. 10-12-81} 



Recommendation (Sr. No. 39, Para No. 4.30) 

The Railways workshops, it is seen are lagging behind in 
aepairs work. They have arrears amounting to 19 per cent for BG 
wagons and over 12 per cent for MG wagons on account of, inter 
..alia inadequate workshop capacity. The Railway; Board are stated 
to have sanctioned more works to build up additionl workeshop 
capacity. The Committee feel that output of workshop and producti-
·viiy of workers can also be improved by modernisation of equipment 
..apd streatnlin~ng of methods in these workshops coupled with incen-
·tive for higher output. The committee would like the Railway Board 
·to_go into the working of men and machines in each workshop and 
<lraw up comprehensive schemes for bringing about improvements 
in quality and output of work within a definite time frame. The 
'Committee wohld like to be apprised of the concrete actio~ taken in 
ibis regard (SL No. -39) 

Reply of Government 

1. The Railways have fallen behind in their maintenance require-
ment primarily due to shortage of capacity. For the periodical over-
baul of wagons, against the current requirement of 9250 units of POH 
-per month the installed capacity in the workshops is only 828'0 for 
broad gauge. This has resulted in approximately 25 per cent of wagons 
running overdue POH on date. The main reason of this shortage in 
capacity has been paucty in allocation of funds for Plan Head Work-
:shops icluding Production Units since the start of planned develop-
ment in the country. Since the start of 1st Five Year Plan in 1951, 
--(Inly Rs. 135 crores has been allocated for setting up facilities fnr 
maintenance of rolling stock. This is against Rs. 2280 crores spent 
'On additional rolling stock in the same period. The Railways have 
recognised the existing shortage in capacity and a no. of works, 
details of which are given ih Annuxure I, ha,re been sanctioned for 
'increasing he capacity to undertake wagon POH on broad gauge. 
·The proposed works will also cater for the additional wagons being 
put on fa:e during the 6th Pla11 with the completion of these works, 
maintenance capacity will match the arisings. Similarly, works have 
.also been sanctioned to take care of the shortfall in maintenance 
~apacity for locomotives and coaches. However, the constraint that 
still continues· is shortage of funds. 

2. The Railways have also undertaken the task of modernisation 
"Of equipment in . the workshops and streamlining the mathods by 
launching the Workshop Modernisation Project with the help of IDA 
-credit through the World Bank. The Project estimated to cost $ 128 
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million with credit component of $ 95 million includes comprehensive-
modernisation of 5 selected workshops and need-based inputs for 
replacement of overaged and obsolete machinery & plant. Phase l 
of the Project is expected to be completed in 82-83. The Railways 
are also seprately pursuing Phase II and negotiating with the World· 
Bank for further credit. 

3. The above modernisation scheme is one of the major schemes 
launched by the Railways for improving the quality in the workshops. 
through modernisation of lay-outs and machines. It is working to 
a rigid time-frame with Phase I being planned for completion by 
about 1983. · 

4. Schemes have also been launched for increasing the .out-turn 
from workshops. In a major area of shortfalls, POH capacity for 
wagons and coaches is being increased through expansion of existing 
workshops and building of new ones. 

ANNEXUREI 

Sanctioned works for increasing BG wagon POH capacity. 

SI. 
No. 

Name of work 

1 Expansion of J agadhari workshop 

2 Expan~ion of Jhansi Workshop 

3 Expansion of Kota workshop 

4 New workshop at Guptapalli (Vijayawada) 

5 Expansion of Raipur workshop 

lncreao;e in capacity per 
month 

300 F.W. units 

425 F.W. units 

100 F.W. units 

1250 F.W. units 
(625 units already available) 

625 F.W: units 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC-/VII/10 dated 
;::-: - . 10-12-1981] 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 48, Para 4.31) 

The Committee also feel concerned at the reportedly large 
scale pilferage of wagon components 'which also contribute to the--
increasing number of wagons on the sick list. The Committee would' 
like that security arrangements in yards and elsewhere should be 
tightened to prevent pilferage of wagon comporients. (Sl No. 40) 
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Reply of Government 

The Chief Se~ty Officers, All Indian Railwayi:; have been ins-
tructed that the specific yards/areas where pilferage of wagon com-
ponents are taking place should be pin pointed immediately and 
then all out efforts be made to stop the pilferages. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/lO 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation/Observation (Sr. No. 41, Para No. 4.32) 

The Committee feel that area of operation for wagons being as 
large as it is, security measures alone cannot eradicate the nuisance 
of pilferage. The problem of pilferage can be dealt with more 
effectively if as many valuable and scarce components o'f wagons as 
possible could be made undetachable parts of wagons. This would 
require a critical examination of the wagon designs with a view to 
making valuable components inseparable parts of the wagons at 
manufacturing or repairing stage. The Committee would like the 
Railways to think of an innovative approach to the problems on 
these lines. · 

Reply of Government 

'Normally, components of wagons are made detachable only for 
operational or maintenance requirements, as in the cese of brake 
gear, running gear etc. Sometimes, components are not fixed for 
the convenience of users, as in the case of stanclifons on BFR/BRH 
wagons to facilitat~ manual unloading. But for these components, 
other items are firmly fitted. to the wagon underU-ame or body by 
welding or rivetting. As such, there does not seem to be much scope 
for making more components fixed. 

However, to control pilferages, antipilferage devices have been 
developed to make it difficult for miscreants to remove the detach-
able components prone to pilferage and these have been provided 
on all wagons. 

The suggestion of the :Estimates Commit~e \\ill however be 
examined and implemented to the extent possible. 

~ of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-F.c/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-81) 
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Recomm.eindation (Sr. No. 42, Para No. 4.32) 

The Committee take note of the hope expressed by the Railway 
Board that they would soon be able to bring down the number of 
sick wagons to the original target of 4 percent. They would like 
that complete informati_on in regard tO the wagons on sick list in 
absolute numbers and in percentage terms should be published in 
the Annual Report of the Railways to enable Parliament to evaluate 
their performance on this front from year tq, year. 

Reply of Government 

The Railway-wise/gauge-wise position as also the Railway system 
as a whole, of average number of unserviceable· wagons per day in 
absolute numbers and percentage is regularly given in statement 
No. 26(a) of the Indian Railways Annual Statistical Statements, 
copies of which are placed in Parliament Library. Reproducing 
the same in the "Annual report and Accounts" on Indian Railways 
also may, therefore, not be necessary. It is, however, proposed to 
include a small paragraph in the "Rolling Stock" Chapter of the 
"Annual Report and Accounts" on Indian Railways, giving the rwer-
all ineffective position of goods stock. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 43, Para No. 4.34) 

The Committee would like to caution the Railway Board to make 
sure that in their anxiety to dispense with the so-called overage 
wagons, no wagon which can be put to economic use after repairs 
is disposed of just because it has attained a certain age. T'ney would 
like the Railway Board to lay down detailed guidelines and checks 
for the guidance of officers who may be charged with the responsi-
bility of declaring an overaged wagon unfit 'for use. Each wagon 
should be examined by technical and administrative experts before 
it is condemned for sale, and no spare part which is vital and can 
be put to use in repairing other wagons should be dispensed with 
along with the condemned wagon. 

Reply of Government 

Instructions already exist for condemnation of overaged wagons 
only on age-C'Um-condition basis i.e. only those wagons whi.ch are 
beyond economical repairs. It has also been laia down that condem-
nation of averaged wagons should be authorised by only senior 
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mechanical officers and that too only after their personal inspection. 
These instructions have been re-iterated to the- Railways. 

Instructions have also been i&llued that all unseable components 
·of condemned wagons should be reclaimed before their disposal so 
that these can be used on other wagons· in good condition. The items 
that are to be salvaged have been clearly identified on all the Rall-
ways and such components are invariably removed for use in other 
wagon5. As one of the primary objectives of these condemnations 
is to make vital spare parts available for maintenance of other 
wagons, these are no grounds to apprehend that such components 
will not be salvaged. Specific instructions have also been isgo.ied by 
the Railway Board to salvage such serviceable components to repair 

. and releat;e other wagons. 

[Ministry of. Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-81) 

Recommendation (S. No. 44, Para No. 4.35) 

The Committee would also like the Railway Board to set up a 
special cell to oversee the disposal of over-age wagons and to ensure 
that there is no misuse of powers at any level. 

Reply of Government 

Instructions already issued enjoin that condemnation of wagons 
should be authorised on condition basis only after the personal ins-
_pection of a Senior Mechankal Officer. In order to have a careful 
· watch over the condemnation and disposal of condemned wagons, 
a Committee of Mechanical and Stores Officers has been constituted 
-in the Board's office. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-81) 

Recommendation (S. No. 45, Para No. 4.36) 

The Committee feel that even though Railways are confident 
·that with 30,000 over...age wagons taken <11J.t of circulation that would 
-still be able to carry more traffic by improving turnround and using 
·wagons better, it would be prudent to spread the condemnation and 
·disposal of unusable wagons over a reasonable period with a view 
·to keeping the impact of such a large ·depletion of stock under 
·watch and within managable limits. This would also give adequate 
·time to administrative and technical officers to carry out examina-
. tion of overage wagons more carefully and without haste before 
ccondemning them. 



Reply of Government 

"The pace of condemnation of averaged wagons is not expected 
to adversely affect the availability of stock for traffic. About 8,600 
wagons only have been condemned during the year '80-81 as against 
over 30,000 averaged wagons existing as on 31-3-80. Condemnation 
of averaged wagons is authorised only on age-cwn-condition basis 
and that too after personal inspection of each and every wagon by 
a senior officer." 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/1() 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation (SL No. 47, Para No. 4.38) 

Since the chances of damage in conventional-4 wheelers which , 
are used 'for piecemeal movement of fertilisers are admittedly there, 
the committee would expect the railways to look into this problem 
and ensure that de.feet-free wagons are supplied for loading of . fer-
tilisers to prevent wastage and 'loss of an input like fertilisers which 
is so vital and precious for a key sector like that of agriculture. 

Reply of Government 

The aim of the Railways is to supply fit wagons to all costUII).ers. 
During monsoon season covered wagons are made watertight to· 
prevent any increase of water inside the wagon body which may 
damage the contents inside. Al1 Railways organise special gangs 
during the rainy season at all important yards and loading points 
to make wagons water-tight so that they can be loaded by all the-

. users. Railways will always endeavour ~o supply.defect free wagons· 
for transport of fertilisers also. · 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation (Sl. No. 48, Para No. 4,.:lS) 

The Committee desire .. that more care should be taken by rail-
ways in keeping tank wagons in good condition and in . the event of 
de.fects developing en.route repair facilities and transhipments 
should be arranged without delay to avoid long detentions. 

1'ePly ol. ~vemment 
Instructions already· exist for proper maintenance a11d upkeep 

of tank wagons. A system of watt:hing at Railway Board's level the 
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availability of fit tank wagon:; and rejections at loading points has· 
been introduced and suitable instructions and guidelines are issued 
to the railways as and when necessary. 

The present arrangements already provide for repairs and atten-
tion to tank wagons at the places where they are marked sick enroute, 
to the maximum extent possible by deputing staff from the adjacent 
repair depots. Even when the wagons need sickline attention and 
repairs, the ·extant instructions are for the wagon to move to the 
nearest sickline for repairs, and these instructions are befog follow-
ed. Only in unavoidable cases, transhipment is resorted to. All 
possible efforts are made to speedily execute repairs on wagons de-
veloping defects enroute or ·for quick transhipment of wagons in 
case the same is unavoidable. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-81}. 

Recommendation (S. No. 49, Para No. 4:40) 

Railways should not take shelter behind a self-created technical 
rule to deny a safe and dependable stock of wagons good enough 
to withstand the natural rigours of North-eastern region. The Com,. 
mittee feel that Railways have an obligation to make arrangemP.nts 
for safe transportation of essential commodities to North-eastern 
States. and they should discharge this obligation to the satisfaction of 
the States concerned. 

Reply of Government 

The wagons being sent to North-east Frontier Railway are now· 
being thoroughly examined so that they are fit in all respects. Rail-
ways are also taking action and condemning overaged wagons on 
age-cum-condition basis which would greatly' minimise the number 
of old and unfi~ wagons plying on the system. This will also release 
substantial portions of scarce maintenance resources now being utili-

.sed to maintain such wagons and reclaim the useable components 
from these wagons for maintenance of other wagons and making 
more fit wagons available for traffic. 

In order to einable handling of full rakes in North-eastern 
region_, new terminals have also been developed at Jogigopa for 
cement and New Bongaigaon f(}r salt. Steel which is also required' 
in substantial quantity is now being sent in rake loads to New 
Bongaigaon. · 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81.,.BC-EC/VII/Ht 
dt. 10-12-811 
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Recommendation (SI. No. 50, Para Nos. 5.20 and 5~21) 

The Committee are informed that some of the ke,y sections 
for goods traffic between East and West and North and South have 
reached a capacity utilisation between 80 and 100 per cent which is 

. distinctly above the saturation point (i.e. 80 per cent utilisation of 
capacity). The Ministry have agreed that with the main line sections 

.running to such a high capacity, there seeems no alternative to do-
. ubling on a large scale: It js stated that doubling of 1415 Kilo 
. metres is expected to be done during the Sixth Five Year Plan. 

With 4913 kms. of track already electrified by the end of 
· 1979-80, and with proposals to electrify 2800 kms in Sixth Five Year 
. Plan and 5000 ~ms. in Seventh Plan, a massive electrification. pro-
. gramme is being undertaken by the Railways to carry heavier loads 
. at accelerated speeds and thus maximise capacity utilisation of 

the railway track. The Committee agree that doubling and electri-
fication of railway track on a largei scale are two measures which 

. can enhance line capacity and should be p1Ursued vigorously. They 
·would like that the key and saturated sections should be given the 
·highest priority for doubling and electrification. (Sl. No. 50) 

Reply of Government 

It is the normal practice to give higher priority for doubling and 
.. electrification to the saturated key sections. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VIl/10 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation (SI. No. 51, Para No. 5.22) 

The deployment of high pay-load Bogie wagons, use of 
, diesel ·and electric locos for faster movement and increase in the 
. number of length of trains would no doubt subject the track to 
heavier axle loads, higher density of traffic and operating speeds. 

·The Committee are informed that in order to enable the track to 
withstand heavier and faster traffic, the track is being strengthened 
.and modernised and modem methods of maintenance are being 
adopted to keep it operational and sa'fe for such traffic. A programme 
·for renewal of 1400 kms of track is expected to be. achieved during 
. the 6th Plan. These measures are· absolutely essential and should 
be implemented systematically in the interest of safe and speedier 
movement of heavy traffic and for achieving a higher capacity utili-
:aation 011 the existing tracks. 1 
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Reply of Government 

The Committee's observations are noted. Every effort is being 
made to increase the pace of track renewals and modernise track 
structure and maintenance. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/Vll/LO. 
dt. 10-12-1981] 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 52, Para No. 5.23) 

The programme for (i) doubling, (ii) electrification and· 
(iii) track renewal and reinforcement are no doubt impressive. In. 
order that these programmes do not fail at implementation level, it 
is necessary that the Plan targets are broken up into yearly targets, . 
section-wise andi z~e-wise; designated agencies made responsible 
for specific projects and the, progress watched closely with 
a view to avoiding slippages.• The committee would like 
the Railway Board to draw up detailed---programme for each 
such project and mobilise all resources to P'llt it throu~h within a· 
time frame. The Committee would like to b~ apprised of the aC'tion ·. 
taken in this regard. (SI. No. 52)" 

Reply of Government 

With the overall planned targets and the availability of funds,. 
the Railways make out annual programmes. 

·The progress of major projects is watched on zonal level and' 
by the Railway Board also and necessary correctives are applied to· 
avoid slippages. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC-/VIl/10 dated: 
10-12-1981] 1 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 53, Para No. 5.24) 

The Committee would like to point out that heavier pay-loads, . 
longer trains and faster speeds would require more intensive inspec-
tion of track and rolling stock as otherwise the safety of trains is 
likely to be jeopardised. The Committee --cannot over-emphasise· 
the importance of rigorous observations of inspection schedules and 
other safety measures· and they urge that the Railways should not 
allow any casualness to develop in the field formations on this front. 

Reply of Government 

Introduction of heavier pay loads, longer trains and faster speei~ 
would intensify the utilisation of the rolling stock. This calls for-
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~ore intensive inspection and attention and repairs to rolling stock 
$0 as not to jeopardise the safety of trains. 

2. The schedules for inspection and maintenance of goods stock · 
have already been laid down on a time basis. · The scope and extent 
of the inspection and repair work to be done in all the schedules 
is under constant review. However, heavier trains like 4500 trains, 
·will utilise special type of stock-BOXN, BOY, BOBS wagons-and 
a number of them will be fitted with air brakes. As some of the 
wagons like BOXN will be placed on line newly, the schedules of 
inspection and attention to these wagons are in the process of being 

·1aid down. The observations of the Estimates Committee are noted 
and will be kept in view at the time of finalisation of the various 
schedules to new stock or revision of schedules for the existing 
stock. Emphasis will also be laid on rigorous implementation of the 
various inspection schedules to avoid any slackness in this regard. 

3. There are already detailed instructions regarding the schedules . 
for inspection of track in the Indian Railways Way & Works Manual 

·and the supplementary rules issued by the individual Railways. 
"Briefly these are: 

(i) Keyman-by foot, once a day (Para '515 of IRWWM). 

(ii) Permanent Way Inspector-once a week by trolley and 
twice a month by footplate of an engine of a fast train 
(Para 205 of IRWWM). 

(iii) Assistant Engineer-once a month by trolly. and whenPver 
possible by footplate 1of a fast train (para 103 of IRWWM). 

(iv) Divisional Engineer--0nce in three months by trolley and 
whenever possible by footplate of a fast train (Supple-
mentary instructions isS'Ued by the Railways). 

4. Tracks are al~ tested !for geometary, riding quality and flaws 
.•is under:-

(i) Group 'A' and 'B' routes of Broad_Gauge are tested by 
Oscillograph Cars, Portable accelero-inetre, once in Six 
months to ascertain the riding qtiality of track. 

(ii) The track gebmetry of Group 'A' and 'B' routes is tested 
once in 4 months by running Amsler Car. Track geometry 
on Group 'C' and 'D' routes is also tested as required. 



{iii) On other less important lines, Hallade Track Recorder is 
run. 

(iv) Rails are tested by using ultrasonic flaw detecting machine 
at frequencies varying from once a year to once in two 
years. On less imPortant. lines, visual inspection is done 
to qetect rails with incipient cracks. 

5. Instructions have also been given to tlie Railways that they 
should lay down schedules of inspection for Dy. C.Es., Addl. C.E:>. 
and C.T.Es. The importance of complying with fhe existing sche-
dules of inspection on various Railways has been reiterated. General 
Managers and Divisional Managers have been asked to keep a watch 
on the compliance of the extent rules. 

6. It may thus be seen that the Mi:r;iistry of Railways have taken 
vigorous steps to ensure inspection of track and compliance of the 
deficiencies noticed to provide a safe and comfortable running track. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/Vll/10 
dt. 10-12-81J 

Comments of the Committee 

Please see para 1.23 of Chapter I of the Report. 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 54, ~ara Nos. 5.25 and 5.26) 

Conversion of MG into BG has heen another on going 
programme to achieve a more smooth and accelerated flow of traffic 
-and higher line capacity. Thirteen conversion projects involving 
2800 lans. are stated to be already, on hand and 935 Jans. of new 
conversion projects are expected to be taken up during the Sixth 
Plan. Conversion of Bongaigaon-Gauhati section is in · progress 
and conversion of Gauhati-Dibrugarh section has been included in 
the Budget for 1981-82. 

The Committee are informeid that for want of funds, con-
version schemes have to be kept to the minimum during Sixth 
Five Year Plan. Even t~e on-going schemes are likely to be slowed 
down. [n view of the urgent need for augmentath:>n of line capa-
city in North East Region which heavily de~nds for its supplies of 
essential commodities on other parts of the c~untry, the Committee 
would like that the on-going conversion project on Bongaigaon-
Gauhati section and the proposed conversion project on Gauhati. 
Dihrugarh section should be given high priority and executed as 
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fast as possible; lind the constraint of funds should not be allowed 
to stand in the way of their expeditious completion. The Committee 
expect the Railways to determine inter se priority of other conver-
sion projects after a most .careful consideration of all relevant fac-
tors and implement them according to a time-bound programme. 

• (SL No. M) 

Reply of Government 

Noted. Higher priority has already been assigned to gauge con-
version projects in the N.E. Region. Railways will do their best to 
complete these projects as early. as possible. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VIl/1() 
dated 10-12-81]. 

Recommendation/Observation (SI. No. 56, Para No. 5.28) 

The Committee take note of the suggestion made in Parliament 
in the course of debate of Railway Budget that the problem of 
transhipment from MG to BG and vice-versa can be tackled more 
efficiently by changing the wheels of wagons as has been done in 
some of the European countries rather than transferring goods from 
one wagon to another as is done here. The Committee suggest that 
the system followed in the European countries may be carefully 
studied ana fe:isibility of its introduction in our country examined 
by the Ministry. The Committee are of the view that if the prob-
lem of transhipment can be tackled as suggested above, it will be a 
major break through to remove bottlenecks of traffic at tranship-· 
ment points. 

Reply pf Government 

The question of changing of wheels of wagons to solve the prob--
lems of transhipment from BG to MG and vice-versa had been 
considered earlier. This solution has not been found feasible for 
application on Indian Railways for the following reasons:-

(i) The maximum axle load and gross load of standard Ma· 
and BG wagons differ substantially as shown below: -

Gross Load 
·-----

Gauge Axle Load 4-wheder Bogies 

----
MG 12 T 24 T 48 T 

BG 20 T 4oT P.o T 
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(ii) If wagon bodies have to be suitable for movement over 
both BG and MG routes, the overall dimensions shall 
necessarily be restricted to thm;e permitted by the MG 
routes. This would result in uneconomical exploitation of 
the BG route,, 

(iii) The design and capacities of draw and buffing gear of 
the two gauges bei~g entirely different-with a centre 
buffer coupler on the MG and side buffers and screw 
coupling on the BG-marshall:ng of BG wagon bodies in 
MG trains and vice-versa would presenl serio~s problems. 

(iv) A very expensive handling system shall require to be 
installed if it is to be of adequate capacity for the inter-
change of wagon bodies that would be required at 
transhipment points. 

(v) Similarly, considerable costs shall be involved if bogies 
and wagon bodies of the type contemplated are to be 
provided even on a limited scale. 

In addition it may also be mentioned that the Gauge difference 
betw1~en BG and MG on Indian Railway is much larger than in 
European countries where the system of changing of wheels has 
been adopted e.g_,. the gauge being 1676 mm on .Spanish Railways 
and 143f;mm on other European Railways. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dated 10-12-81]. 

Recommendation (SI. No. 57, Para No. 5.29) 

Difficulties in· movement of essential commodities like cement 
produced by factories in the Southern Zone because of their loca-
tion on MG lines have been brought to the notice of the Committee. 
The difficulties are particularly experienced at transhipment points, 
not only on Southern Zone but at transhipment points in other 
Zones too. Transhipment is an age-old problem which has been 
the biggest bottleneck between MG and BG lines. The Committee 
cannot over-emphasise the need for streamlining the working at 
transhipment points to avoid delays and losses in the movement 
of freight traffic. 

Reply of Govern~ent 

A study of the distribution pattern of ce.!llent has brought out 
that the transhipment points are overloaded because of allocation 
of more cement from metre gauge factories to destinations on 
688 LS-5 



broad gauge via the transhipment points, while cement produced 
in the broad gauge factories in the vicinity of metre gauge factories 
was being distributed over short distances. In many cases, the 
areas of distribution oould be common to broad gauge and metre 
gauge factories. It was, therefore, necessary to rationalise distribu-
tion so that· more and more cement is carried from broad gauge 
factories to destinations on broad gauge and from metre gauge 
factories to destinations on metre gauge. The distribution pattern 
has been substantially revised recently in coordination with the 
Cement Controller which has reduced the traffic to be carried by 
break of .gauge points, to the minimum. A note has been kept of 
the recommendation of the Estimates Committee. 

[Ministry of Railways (Railway Board's) O.M. No. 81-BC-EC/ 
VII/10 dated 10-12-1981 l. 

Recommendation (SI. No. 58, Para No. 5.39) 

The wagon turn-round-the time lag between two successive 
loadings-is an important indent of railways efficiency. The increase 
in turn-round is indicative of decline in efficiency in utilisation of 
wagons. The wagon-turn-round it is seen, has increased from 11.2 
days in 1960-61 to an all time high of 16.1 days in 1980-81 (upto 
September 1980) on BG and from 7.2 days to 16.1 days on MG 
over the same period. The Committee regret that even though the 
turn-round has ·heen deteriorating from year to year, nothing could 
be done to arrest the decline in wagon movement all these years. 

Reply of Government 

Wagon tum-round is not an all-embracing index of railways' 
performance. It merely indicates, as pointed out by the Committee. 
the time lag between two successive loadings .. There are, however, 
many other important elements of freight loading which, when 
taken into consideration, enlighten us that increase in the turn-
round time is not necessarily a sign of deterioration. For example, 
the average load of loaded traffic is an important factor. The longer 
the distance a loaded wagon travels, the greater will be the gap 
between two successive loadings. 

Therefore, the figures of 1960-61 and these of 20 years later are 
not comp'arable. The economic and the industrial structure has 
undergone almost a complete transformation from 1960-61. A num-
ber of steel plants, he~vy industries, cement plants and a number 
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-of other industries have come into existence which are bulk users 
of ~agons. In 1960-61 these terminals were not in existence. and 
the average lead has increased from 521 . to 761 :Kilometres. 

The additional industrial production has to be carried over long 
distance from areas of production to the areas of distributiOn in 
public interest, a phenomenon which is comparatively new in its 
magnitude in_ present day context of transportation. Foodgrains, 
for example, from Punjab and Haryana area move in full train 
loads to the North Eastern Sector and upto Assam and to down 
South upto Cochin Harbour. The lead of foodgra:ins loads from 
Northern Railway which was only 940 Kms. in 1976-77 increased to 
1307 Kms. in 1979-80. 

However, Railways have been putting in their best efforts to 
·reduce the turn-round of wagons in order to be able to carry the 
quantum of traffic offering. 0£ late, innovations like segregation of 
CBC and conventional coupler stock, introduction of an express 
stream of traffic, and new methods of deployment of higher modes 
of traction have been taken to intensify utilisation of wagons. This 
has brought considerable improvement in wagon turn-round as will 
be evident from the table given below:·-

Month Broad Mettt 
Gauge Gange 

September 1980 16·03 15·4 

October 1980 15·70 14·8 

'November 1980 15·44 13·9 

Dt>cetnber 1980 14·20 13·8 

January 1981 14·01 14· I 

Febru3ry 1981 13·51 14·45 

March 1981 12·67 13·48 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dated 10-12-81]. 

Recommendation (S!. No. 59, Para No. 5.40) 

The turn-round is the product of transit time and terminal 
detentions. Even a single day's increase in turp-round has a far 
reaching effect on national economy and railway finance. For 
example, in 1978-79 a reduction of one day's tum-round would have 
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meant availability of 25588 more wagons for loading. While the 
civil disturbances and agitations, power shortage and natural cala-
mities which contributed to the deteriorating wagon turn-round 
are no doubt not within the control of Railways, the Railway can-
not fully escape responsibility for internal factors like slow work 
and low efficiency- of the railway staff which contributed in no 
small measures to the sluggishness in the operational efficiency. 
The Committee expect the railways to at least keep the internal 
factors under control so as not to allow them to effect the wagon 
turn-round position adverseiy. 

Reply of Government 

The Railways have taken suitable steps to subdue factors within 
their control to improve wagon tum-round in order to improve 
availability of wagons. Railways' efforts in this direction have 
yielded results. 

A statement of daily average originating loading and wagon 
tum-round gi.ven below bears testimony to this. 

Month 

January 

February. 

March 

April 

•Approximately. 

Daily average origi-
nating loading 
(BG-MG) 
(in terms of 
4-wheeelrs) 

1981 

30719 

31445 

33309 

30034 

1980 

.29843 

29955 

30889 

27954 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 

Turn-round 
(BG) 

1g81 1980 

14·01 14·59 

13·51 14·69 

12·67 14·o4 

13·66• 1~·43 

81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dated 10-12-81]. 

Recommendation (SI. No. 60, Para No. 5.41) 

Tl1e Committee take note of the steps taken by Railways to 
improve efficiency of wagon movement like more and more block 
rake movement, segregation of wagon stock with central buffer 
.coupling to run "exprei=fl goods trains", use of higher capacity 
engines, cutting down of terminal detentions, etc. etc. As a result 
of th.ese steps, it is stated, that wagon movement has shown consi-
derable ip:iprovement so much_ so that in January, 1981 about 5000 



more wagons were loaded every day than in the previous months 
of 1980-81. The Committee are glad to know of the improvement 
affected by Railways during the last few months. The Committee 
would like the Railways not to relent on this front till they regain 
the loading efficiency of 1976-77 when the wagon tllrn.-round was 
13 days for BG and 11.1. days for MG. 

Reply of Guvernment 

The Railways are thankful for the appreciation expressed by 
the Estimates Committee. The Committee would be glad to know 
that the loading kept on improving in each successive month, 
which was also better than the loading done during the correspond-
ing month of the last year as shown in the table below:-

Month 

January . 

February. 

, March 

April 

May 

As regards wagons turn-round, 
improvement since September, 1980 
below:-

Month 

September 1980 
October 1g80 
November 198o 
December 1980 
January 1981 
February 1981 

-March 1981 

Daily average 
originting loading 
in term~ of 
4-wheeler wagon.~ 

(BG+MG) 

1980 1g81 

2g843 307i9 

29955 31445 

30889 33309 

27954 30634 

26639 29167 

this has also shown steady 
as shown in the statement 

Wagons turn-roun1 
in da~ 

Broad 
Gauge 

Metre 
Gauge 

16·03 15·4 
15·70 14·8 

15·44 14·9 
14·20 13·8 
14•01 14· I 
13·51 14·45 
12·67 13·48 

[Ministry of Railways :(Rly. Board) No. 81.,.BC-EC/VIT/10 
dated 10-12-81]. 
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Recommendation (SI. No. 61, Para No. 5.42) 

The Committee would like to emphasise the fact that unless the 
wagon turn-round is reduced and external factors affecting it are 
got under control, merely adding wagons on the system is not go-
ing to ensure the availability of wagons to rail users. The Com-
mittee would like that in this task they should seek active coopera-
tion of State authorities and other agencies for controlling factors 
which are outside the Railways' immediate control. 

Reply of Government 

In order to intensively utilise the railway wagons in the context 
of more ends and scarce means, railways' efforts are constantly 
directed towards improving the turn-round of wagons so that they 
become available .for successive loading at shorter intervals. How-
ever, as highlighted by the Committee, there are a number of fac-
, tors which are not entirely within railways' control, viz .. problems 
of law and order, delays caused by customers etc. Close co--0rdina-
tion is being maintained with the State Governments and their 
assistance is sought. Co-ordination is also maintained with the-
Ministries, Public Sector Undertakings and with the major users 
of railway wagons in order to . eliminate delays at loading and un--
loading points in order to improve the tum-round 

Railways' efforts have already been reflected in the improved· 
tum-round of wagons. In fact in the month of March 1981 the· 
tum-round of wagons was 12.67 days on broad gauge and 13.5 days 
on metre gauge. This has also helped in improving the total load--
ing on the railways. 

Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
~- ' · dated 10-12-81]. 

Recommendation (SI. No. 62, Para No. 5.50) 

Delays in movement of goods to destinations have been pointed· 
out to the Committee by private organisations. The Committee-
have been informed that in case of movement of goods in block rakes ' 
Railways are able to monitor the movement and there was no break 
of journey or delay. 95 per cent of the essential commodities were· 
at present moved by Railways in block rakes. But in case of piece-
meal traffic of goods in spite of the fact that Railways are making 
constant endeavour that goods are transported without any undue· 
delays, delays do take place due to multiplicity of factors, many of 



which are not within the control of railways. According to the 
Ministry while it is difficult to prescribe definite time limit for trans-
portation of goods to destinations, Railways do enquire into cases of 
undue transit delay and take necessary action. That Committee feel 
that even in case of piecemeal movement of goods of some flexible 
norms for movement of goods after booking and for their reaching 
the destinations after they leave the originating points, could be laid 

. down in broad terms without any penal. consequences, a sense of ur-
gency wouid be impar~d in field and operating staff and an all-
round efficiency could be achieved. This could be tried on selected 
sections on an experimental basis in the first instance. 

Reply of Government 

There is a basic difference in the mode of movement of traffic 
in block rakes and that which moves· in piecemeal. While the for-
mer runs as ~n "express goods train" from the originating point to 
the destination, the wagons loaded in pieeemeal have to be clubbed 
together into a train from the originating point and taken to a far-
thest common marshalling yard from where they have to be further 
classified into groups of wagons to the next farthest common desti-
nation. In this manner, it has been observed that piecemeal wagons 
loaded for cross country run are subjec~ed to . terminal de!ention at 
a large number of marshalling yards enroute before reaching the 
destination. This is the basic reason for the extra transit time of 
these wagons as compared to those moving in block rakes. 

Norms for terminal detention to wagons at yards and for run 
between one terminal and t!he other terminals are already fixed for 
all wagons. What is in fact required to further expedite the move-· 
ment of these wagons is to arrange a more expeqitious dissipation 
of t'hose wagons which have to be taken to road side stations for 
delivery. For this purpose, 'Juggler' operation of engines is pro-
gressively being introduced at selected points of piecemeal traffic 
concentration in order to expedite supply and clearance. 

It is too early; to fix some targets for movement of piecemeal 
traffic, because the number of wagons offered at a point determines 
as to in how many yards it will require clubbing with other wagons 
so as to reach the destination. Thus only one wagon offered 
at Madurai may have to be clubbed and reformed into a train 
in more than a dozen yards before it reaches a destination in Punjab. 
If the offer at Madurai even in picemeal is of 20 or 30 wagons for 
one destination at Punjab it may require re-formation only at 5/6 
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marshalling yards. Hence the quantum of traffic offered in piece-
meal also, to a large extent, determines the total transit time which 
may ~ taken by a wagon to reach its destination. The good results 
fr6Jll the 'juggler' operation are being watched after which further 
action will be taNen in consonance with the recommendation of the 
Committee. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-81] 

... 
Recommendation (Sr. No. 63, Para No. 5.51) 

The Committee are informed that railways have introduced 
Quick Transport Services between certain important pairs of· points 
which guarantee arrival of goods at destinations within notified 
time limits. The Committee fee1 that Quick Transport Service has 
the potential of eliminating transit delays even in the case of piece 
meal consignments. They would like the Railways to extend such 
services to more and more sections where traffic justifies. 

Reply of Government 

The Quick Transit Services are provided between important 
pairs of stations for both wagon loads and 'smalls'. Quick Transit 
wagons are moved by Super Express/nominated goods trains. Con-
signments booked under this scheme are to be made available for 
delivery at the destination station within the time limit notified by 
the Railway for each pair of stations on recovery of prescribed 
charges called the 'Quick Transit Service Charge' in addition to the 
freight charges due. 

2. R_ailways review the working of the Q.T.S. services from time 
to time and introduce K.T.S. on fresh routes wherever justification 
services to more and more sections where traffic justifies. 

3. The demand for extending the Q.T.S. services to new sections 
is considered by the Railways from time to time, keeping on view 
the traffic justification for the same. Similary, the frequency of 
these services, viz. daily bi-weekly, weekly etc. is based upon the 
quantum of traffic offering and availability of resources at the dis-
posal of the Railways. 

[IVl:inistry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-81] 
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R•~c:OJmnendation (SI. No. 65, Para· No. a.50) 

In this context, the Committee take note of the new approach 
of the Railway under which, instead of increasing the number of 
super-fast passenger trains, they would like to run longer passenger 
services by double'-heading them. (SL No. 65) 

Reply of Government 

The observations of the Committee have been noted. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 dated 
lQ-12~ 1981] 

Recommendation (SI. No. 66, Para No. 5.61) 

While taking note of the special monitoring arrangements made 
by Railways to watch movement of essential goods to N. E. F. 
Railways, the Committee wish to emphasize that because of their gf>o- . 
graphical situation coupled with dependence on other parts of the 
country for supply of most of the essential commodities, Assam and 
other North Eastern States deserves and should be shown special 
consideration in the matter of railways freight services. They would 
suggest that the Railway Board should, through the special officer 
posted at Calcutta maintain constant liaison with these 'States with 
a view to resolving their difficulties in this regard. 

Reply of Government 

Railways fully appreciate the difficulties faced by, the States situa-
ted in the_ North Eastern region, and therefore, pay special consi-
deration to the freight movement meant for th<it region. Director, 
Moyement (Rail) at Calcutta has been specially assigned the job of 
maintaining close liaison with major consumers like Steel Plants, 
Food Corporation of India, salt! and cement industries and oil com-
panies to ensure maximum rail movement for those States. Monthly 
meeting are held by him . at Calcutta in which different interests 3re 
represented Besides, the General Manager, N. F. Railway has been 
holding periodical meetings every month with the major consumers 
in the area. Close con.tacts are being maintained with the Chairman/ 
Secretary Nort;h Eastern Council. Railways have taken other steps 
also such as delinking of Broad Gauge oper.ation from that of Metre 
Gauge operation on Northeast Frentier Railway systeII?-. A stock-
yard has been opened at New Bongaigaon for unloading consignments 
on account of SAIL, who can distribute materials from this stock-
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yard by road as well as book afresh for Metre Gauge destinations. 
For setting up a .cement dump at Jogigopa, iand has been allotted 
to 1\CC and Orissa Cement Ltd. Salt is also now being moved directly 
by Board Gauge to a dump created at New Bongaigaon and operated 
by the Assam Government on behalf of all the States in the region. 
The Railways are thus doing their best to achieve optimum input of 
essential commodities into the North Eastern region. However, it may 
be mentioned that the efforts put in by the Railways can bear fruit 
only if all other concerned agencies reciprocate, by extending full 
cooperation. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 dated 
H}-12-1981] 

Recommendation (SI. No. 68, Para No. 5.85) 

A list of Stations on all-India basis where facilities for handling 
rake loads exist are available with the Railways. The Committee 
would like this list to be published for the information and benefit 
of State Governments, public sector undertakings and non-officials 
organisations concerned with bulk movements of commodities. 

Reply of Government 

The Recommendation of the Committee has been accepted by_ the 
Y.inistry of Railways. A consolidated list of stations on all Zonal 
Railways capable of handling jumbo rakes has been circulated to 
all the Zonal Railways. Instructions have also been issued to the 
Railways to give wide publicity to this list and to ensure that all 
the agencies concerned wit•h bulk movement of commodities are pro-
perly informed. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VIl/10 dated 
rn-12-1981] 

Recommendati0n (SI. No. 71, Para No. 5.88) 

The Committee are informed that the time taken in shunting and 
segregation of sick/damaged wagons is not included in the free time 
given for loading or unloading of wagons though consigners, it ap-
pears, think otherwise. The Committee desire th~t the Ministry 
sJ."uld give due publicity to this concessions to allay the consigners 
misgivings. 



Reply of Government 

Instructions have been issued to the zonal railways to give due 
publicity by displaying on the Notice Board at the stations that as per 
extant rules relating to free time for demurrage/wharfage, the time 
taken in shunting and segregation of sick/ damaged wagons is not 
included in the free time given for loading/unloading of wagons. 

[Mil'\istry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 dated 
JQ-12-1981] 

Recommendation (SI. No. 73, Para. No. 5.90) 

The Committee are glad to note that Railways do not take a rigid 
view of hold-up of wagons or delays in removal of consignments 
from railways premises beyond the permissible time and do not levy 
demurrage or wharfage in a blind application of rules. Where cir-
cumstances warrant after consider.ation of a case on merit, the 
demburrage or wharfage charges are refunded or waived by the 
competent authorities. If the correct position could be made known 
to those who should know it, it will be appreciated by them. 

Reply of Government 

Instructions have been issued to the Zonal Railways that the 
powers delegated to t,he officers at the various levels in regard to 
waival/refund of demurrage and wharfage charges and the broad 
guidelinE!IS to be kept in view for waival of these charges should be 
reiterated to the officers so that they may exercise these powers 
properly. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 dated 
lQ-12-1981] 

Recommendation (SI. No. 74, Para No. 5.95) 

The Committee find that the existing configuration of com-
puters on the Indian Railways is incapable of handling management 
and control of movement and allotment of wagons. The Rai1ways-
are seriously COI1$idering switching over to the 3rd/4th generation 
computers as. in vogue in most of the modern railway systems in the· 
world. The Report of the Task Force which made a report on the 
subject in 1977 and the report of study team which studied the 
systems in some of the West,ern countries in 1980 are under study 
to formulate the future course of action in t};ie field of deciding on 
the types of computer, the nature of applications and the manner of 
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implementation of computerisation. According to the Ministry they 
are not in a hurry about computerisation of wagon control. They 
consider computerisation more essential first in other sectors like 
wagon m.mufacture control, component control, inventory· c_ontrol etc. 
The Con.~nittee would like to be informed of the decision taken in 
the mat'\Gr. 

Reply of Government 

The p~·esent plans of computerisation on the Indian Railways are 
explained below:-

( a) Production Units: 

The ft tdsting computers which belong to the second generation 
were installed in the three production units in the later half of 1960s. 
These a~ presently being used in the areas/of .inventory accounting, 
release of production orders, pay-roll, financial accounting etc. 
Considering the need to develop integrated information systems for 
productimt, planning and control, inventory management, personnel 
managem<?nt, financial and cost accounting with a view to optimising 
the utili!il.ition of valuable resources including men and material, 
it was d~dded to replace the existing computers with the advanced 
'3rd/4th fieneration computers. The procurement of the computers 
for one c E the Production Units, viz. the Intergral Coach Factory 
'(ICF), it in an advanced stage and it is anticipated that this will be 
installed in 1001-82. Replacement of computers in CLW and DLW 
is expec~d to materialise during 1982-83. · 

(b) RepLacement of the existing computers on Zonal Railways: 

The computers presently in use on the Zonal Railways . also 
belong tr, the 2nd generation category· installed during the period 
1966-7{) and are being used for several applications areas, viz., 
Freight ;:, nd Passenger Accounting and related statistics, inventory 
control, pay-roll, financial accounting operating statistics etc. 
Configura''.ions of the machines to be ordered in replacement of the 
existing e;omputer system is under finalisation. Meanwhile, Systems 
Developn.ent Group of Officers with requisite training and back• 
ground are being set up for studying the application areas as identified 
by the T•tsk Force. 

(c) Freight Operations Management: 

wagons l ~ing added to the rolling stick fleet involving sizeable 
With fast growing traffic and new types of locomotives and 
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investments, the· introduction of computerised freight operations con-
trol system has become necessary for the efficient management ~nd 
utilisation of Railway resources and costly assets. 

It must, however, be appreciated, that this is a massive programme 
because of the vast expenses of railway net work; substantial 
augmentation of the tele-communication facilities needed for a reliable 
data communicat,ion service, and extensive programme which should 
be undertak?J} for training not only the systems and programming 
personnel, but also -the users down the line. Since this computerisa-
tio!l is in live operational area it is also necessary to conduct be-
havioural studies in order to minimisei the implementation problems. 
A-study team, whfch was sent to see such systems in some advanced 
countries in 1979, had, therefore, suggested that the implementation 
of the System should be phased over a period of six to eight years 
and as per their rough asessment, the project will cost about Rs. 21() 
crores, of which approximately Rs. 110 crores would be for com-
munication facilities alone. 

The Study Team's recommendations were remitted to a Steering 
Committee consisting of the concerned Directors of the Railway 
Board for recommending the implementation strategy, and there-
after, the matter was referred to the Department of Electronics who 
are the nodel authority of the Government in respect of computerisa-
tion activities. Subsequently, a meeting was held between the Chair-
man, Railway Board and secretaries of Dept. of Electronics, and 
Atomic Energy, in which it was decided to set up a Working Group 
comprising inter alia, representatives from DOE. DAEL, and some 
outside experts to examine some specific issues particularly the· 
question of the technical approach to the computerisation and the 
role of indigenous expertise therein. The Working Group submitted 
its report' in June, 1981. Another meeting of the Railway Board and 
Secretaries of other concerned Central Govt. Deptts. was held on 
2-7-1981. The following decision were arrived at in this me~ting: 

(a) The need for a computerisM freight meanagement system 
was recognised and accepted unanimously; 

(b) Based _on detailed studies on one Zonal Rly. viz. Northern 
Rly. will lay down the system'objectives to define the u.,-er 
requirements of such a system; 

(c) With this basic document, a team will visit and study a· 
few such systems successfully established in the other 
countries to evaluate and assess their applicability/adoption· 
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in India, as also to study the technolOgy on which they are 
based and their capability to give additional information 
and operational aids to the Rlys.; 

(d) Simultaneously, a Pilot Project on the systems design and 
engineering will be undertaken on Northern Rly. jointly 
with DOE, ECIL & CMC and a Project Report prepared 
by the end of November, 1981; and 

(e) There was an overwhelming view that the Rlys. should 
have their own microwave communication network to 
support such a system. Representative· of P&T Board had 
reservations on this point. 

In pursuance of these decisions, the Railway Board have constitu-
ted a Project Group headed by a Senior Administrative Grade Officer 
to study & Prepare. detailed specifications of the information needs 
at various levels on the Northern Railway', where a pilot project will 
also be undertaken with the active co-ordination of DOE. 

It will be appreciated from the above that the Ministry of Railways 
are earnestly pursuing the introduction of a computerised freight 
operations control system on the lndi~m Railways. 

[Ministry of Railway's (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VIl/10 dated 
10-12-1981] 

Recommendation (Sr. No. 75, para No. 5.98) 

The CommittPe regret to note "that even though more than a 
year has elapsE'd since the policy decision to open n~w Divisional 
headquarters at Bangalore and Bha,al and splitting up of Delhi 
Divis~on wa~ announced, the Railway Board are still not ready to 
establish the Dhnsion!'l. The Committ~e feel that in order to ensure 
better operatfons and e more .effective liaison with trade and state 
Gov~rnments", the twin objertives behind th~ aforesaid decision the 
reorganisation an~ establishment of the Divisions should be brought 
about without anv furtlier delay. 

Reply of Government 

Minister of Railvvays in his Budget Sp~ech for 1980-81 announced 
the dedsion about c:etting up new divisional offices at Bangalore, 
Bhopal an'd splitting up of +he Delhi Division. New divisional office 
after g;>litting U!> of the Delhi Division shall be located at Ambala. 
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Bangalore Dit,ision: Th~ Bangalore Division has been formally 
inaugurated on ttlt- 27th July, 1981, by establishment of some depart· 

·· ments and operational controls in the temporary sheds. 

Bhopal Division: Chief Minister Madhya Pradesh in his com-
munication dated 12-2-1981 promised to make 120 acres of land 
available free· cf cost at Habibganj Railway station for setting up of 
the new division. The Railway~ have not yet got the QOssession o.f 
land as promised by 1the State Government. The matter is being 
vigorously chased w~th the State Government. 

Ambala Division: Chief Minister Haryana, has been requested to 
.provide about 150 acres of !2nd free of -cost at Ambala. In addition 
to above, Railways are also making efforts to take over fand present-
ly under the occupation of Ministry of Defence at Amoala. So far 
neither the decision of the State Government nor of Mip.istry of 
Defence has been received, The matter is being vigorously chased 
with them. 

In view of the clelay in the handing over of physical possession 
of land to the Railways by the Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh and 
Haryana Staie Governments and limited plan outlay available, the 
abov~ schemes could not be progressed as speedily as Railways had 
wished. State Governments concerned h~ve been requested to ex-
tend their help in implementing th<:? schemes expeditiously. Possi-
bility of providing larger outlays in order to speed up the progress 
of these 'Norks during the year is being actively explored. The three 
pro:ectE are estimated to cost about Rs. 19 crores. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommt-ndaticm (Sr. No. 76, para No. 6.32) 

The Committee note from the figures made available by the 
Minist:::y of Railways that heavy amounts have been paid as compen-

. sation on account of losses etc. of consignments of coal, coke, pulses 
and foodgrains. In case of coal and coke the amount of com;ien-
sation has increased from Rs. 131 lakhs in 1975-76 to Rs. 170 lakhs 
in J 9'79-90. In c<1se of foodgrains and pulses the amount of compen-
sation whi<.'h dt!crea!'eri. from Rs. 347 lakhs in 19':'5-76 to Rs. 218 lakhs 
in 1978-79 has increa&ed to Rs. 260 lakhs during 1979-80. The Com-
mittee note that Ministry haw~ taken various steps tlt"pi'event losses, 
thefts and pilferage of consignments. The Committee feel that even 
_though the amount cf compensation paid on all the commodities has 
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come down from Rs. 15.25 crores in 1975'-76 to Rs. 11.50 crores in. 
1979-80, s:;>ecial efforts are called for to prevent the loss of commo-
dities which are "essential" for the community. They also feel that 
efforts to prevent loss in transit should be intensified particularly in 
the case of consignments of coal and coke, foodgrains and pulses 
where high amounts of compensation are paid every year. (Sl. No. 
76) 

Reply ot Government 

Suitable instructions have been issued to the Zonal Railways to 
intensify claims preventive measures and tighten up security 
measures to ;;:ireveP.t loss in transit of booked consignments, parti-
cularly in th€ case of consignments of coal and coke, foodgrains and 
pul'3es. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-811 

Recommendation Sr. No. 78, (para No. 6.34) 

It has been· explained by the Ministry of Railways that there 
a!'e certain areas \vhere there is considerabl,e pilferage of coal 
during transit. Even trains are forcibly stopped to unload coal. 
The Cnmmittee desire that the Minis'try should irl.entify tfi.,e various 
points where pilferage of coal is heavy and take Qreventive measures 
in those areas with co-operation of the State Governments concern-
e::l. Losse~ sl'ffered and the impact of these preventive measures 
taken should be kept under constant review. (SL No. -78) 

Reply of Government 

The Chief Security Officers, All Indian Railways have been ins-
tructed to pin-.-;:ioint the places where large scale pilferage of coal 
takes place and take necessary preventive· measures in cooperation 
with ·the concerned State Governments to check pilferage of coal. 
The impact of preventive measures taken and loss suffered should be 
ka;:it under constant review. The result achieveci. in this regard should 
be intimated to Board twice a year i.e. in July and in January every 
year. 

Washed coal rakes were being victimised by villagers with an im-
provised device mounted on a long stick _or pole With which they 
were able to open doors of BOX wagons even when theJ are on run. 
To stop this large scale pilferage of coal, a close circuit movement 
of BOX wagon rakes has been deve1Cf,Jed between washeries and 
steel plants. These BOX wagons have their doorn permanently closed 
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by making the door stoppers inoperative. These BOXs are called 
'yelfow' as a round yellow mark has been painted on them for 
identification. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VIl/10 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation Sr. No. 81, (para 6.38) 

The Committee find that in_emergencies with the specific 
approv;:.l of General Manager, Coal wagons booked on railway 
account c?n be diverted or intercepted by Railways. The Committee 
have not been informed as to whether the Railways have any legal 
autn~Hity to do so. They would like to be apprised of the legal 
por.!tion in this regard. 

(SL No. 81) 

Reply of Government 

The legal position in this matter has alreaci.y been conveyed to 
the Estimates Committee in a supplementary note to item No. WR 
41. However, the same is r9'roduced below:-

"WR. 41 .Diversion of coaL by Railways.'' 

This is in continuation of the information already furnished re-
garding diversion of coal by Railways. 

As regards legal authority for diversion or interception of coal, 
the position has since been checked up. The act of interception of 
coal jn transit and diversion of the same to some other person or 
authority by the Railway Administration fs not coverl;!d by the ex-
ceptions enumerated in section 73 of the Railways' Act 1890. 

The diversion and interceptions are mainly done for operational 
rea!'lons or to avoid closure of a factory keeping in view the overall 
interest of the economy. The system has thus come into vogue on 
the basis of day-to-day operation and practice and is based on very 
sound grounds. A few examples will substantiate the fa:ct that di-
versions and interceptions are in overall interest of tfie nation. 

1. Strike ;n a !1-1ill, break-dovrn of tipplers in a power house or a 
stePl plant, agitations, bundhs, congestion at a destination, poor 
release of the wagons by a consignee, strike by railway staff in a 
r.ia1·ticular division are scme of the grounds where diversion and 
interception become unavoidable. Such diversions/interceptions are 
688 L&-6 
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reported to fo"' <r.Jerational reasons with a view to avoiamg detention 
to wagons 

2. Interception/diversion for Railways' own use when cancella-
tion of passenger and goods services are threatened. is, again in the 
overall interest of the economy as the Railways carry essential items 
required by Defence, Government agencies, etc. But Railways also 
divert their own lot:'o coal to private parties whenever they are in 
distress and stock position of the Railways permits. 

3. The consumers themselves have sometimes ~proached Rail-
ways !o divert their coal to some other concerns or consumers clue 
to reasons which were not foreseen. Railways usually accept such. 
requests with a view to avoiding 'detention to wagons and satisfying 
their customers to the maximum extent feasible. 

[Ministry of Hailways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VIl/10 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Recommendation Sr. No. 82 (para No. 6.39) 

In such cases where interception of coal wagons is by conscious 
decision at the highe5t level, the railway should instantly inform the 
parties concerned of the interception; the claims for ·compensation 
should be settled without delay; and equal number of wagons should 
be immediately allotted out of turn to the parties by way of com-
pensation. The Committee ex:;iect the Railways t<:> see that instruc-
tio"ls issued in this regarci. are actually carried out. 

Reply of Government 

lnstructioni; have already been issued to the zotial ltailways that 
whenever diversions of coal wagons belonging lo private parties are 
done under inescapable conditions, the consignee would be invariably 
informed of the fact that his/their coal wagon/rake has been inter-
cepted indicating the places where such interception was done. The 
instructions further enjoin that, as far as 1;>racticable, such parties 
would be compensated within a month or so by giving them fresh 
coal wagon in lieu of the interceptecl coal wagons. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10:.12-81] 

Recommendation Sr. No. 83, (para No. 6.40) 

It h.ns been represented by the Food Corporation of India that 
lQSses occur due to loading of fcod and fertilizers jn open wagons and 
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;:;tabilizing of rakes. The Ministry have informed that loading of 
foorlgrains and :fertilizers in c;pen wagons is resorted to only when 
·covererl. wagons are not available. There are instructions that when-
.ever open wagons are used for foodgrains and fertilizers the wagons 
must be securely covered with tan;>aulines and that bl.ock rake;:; con-
.sisting of open wagons should be escorted by RPF" staff. But despite 
clear in.>tructions to this effect, beca'Use of frequent and large s('ale 
diversion of RPF to non-scheduled duties, Railways have not found 
it possible to depute RPF to escort such rakes in all cases. This is 
regrettable. The Committee harl. expressed their dissatisfaction over 
·such diversion of RPF staff from property i:;>rotection work to non-
scheuuied duties in their Nineteenth Report (1978-W) and had desired 
that such a diversion was undesirable and should stop. The· Com-
mittee had reiterated this recommendation in their 39th ACTION 
'TAKEN REPORT (19'i8-79). The Committee woulrl. liketo emphasise 
again that diversion of RPF from the proper work to non-statutory 
work especially when it is done at the cost of p'Ublic property is un-
desirable and should be discoti..tinued forthwith. (S. No. 83) 

Reply of Government 

P..:iilway Protection Force have been €stablished for the protection 
of railway property and the goods entrusted to Uie Railways for 
transportation. It is desirable that RPF should escort aH £ooagrains 
rakes specially these consisting of open wagons. It is p.ot always 
i;>ossible to undertake escorting of all fooci.grains rakes and piecemeal 
wagons carrying grain. 

Whenever required for duties other than their normal resorted 
work, RPF men are withdrawn from stations. Some exampl~ of 
thesf! unscheduled duties are: helping the ticket checking staff in 
raids against ticketless ttavelling, anti-alarm chain pulling derives, 
escorting of passenger trains; removing bP.ggars and unauthorised 
venrlors from railway premises; security arrangements of 'Melas' and 
'Festivals'; track patrolling during emergencies; assisting the Police 
in making security arrangements during the journies of VIPs, etc. 

The One Man E~ert Committee on the Railways Security and 
Protection in its report (1975--76) has also made similar recommenda~ 
tion the optimal results to be achif!ced and relative benefits to be 
diverted from property .protection work to unscheduled duties. The 
Bo::i.rd have accepted this recommendaticm and suitable 1nsfructi0Tls 
bave been issued to the· General Managers of all Zonal Railways 
that continuous withdrawal of RPF manpower from· their protec-
tive duties to perform unsanctioned duties for long periods, is not 
desirable. Deployment of the Force is done taking into considera-



tion the optimal results to be achieved and relative benefits to be 
derived in the context ·of competing requirements and efficacy of 
the Force. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/l(J 
dt. 10-12-811 

Recommendation Sr. No. 84 (para No. 6.41) 

The Committee are informed that stabling of foodgrains rakes 
en-route is resorted to only in unavoidable circumstances like 
breaches, accidents, congestion on the route or at the terminals. The 
committee do not think it is proper to hold up foodgrains rakes in 
the event of congestion en-route. They would like the Railways to. 
review these instructions. 

Reply of Government 

The recommendation of the Committee has been accepted. In!r-
tructions have been issued to the Railways to avoid stabling of 
foodgrains rakes while in transit particularly for reasons of conges-
tion en-route. 

[Ministry of Railways (Railways Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VIl/10\ 
dated 10-12-19811-

Recommendation Sr. No. 85 (para No. 6.42) 

It has been represented by Government of West Benga1 
that in cases of short receipt of corisignments and receipt of con-
signments in damaged condition short certificates are not issued at 
certain stations like Shalimar, Cossipore Road, Durgapur. According 
to the Ministry of Railways, a quick check at the three stations have> 
not shown any abnormal delay iri issue of such short certificates. 
The Committee desire that this matter should be examined by the 
Ministry of Railways in detail and delays in issue of short certi-
ficates, if any; should be avoided. 

Reply of Government 

The matter has been examined further in consultation with the 
Eastern and South Eastern Railways. Suitable instructions have 
been issued to them to ensure that no· delay takes place in t~e 
issue of short certificate wherever it is req~ired to be issued under-
the extant rules. 

[Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VIl/10' 
dated 10-12-1981]~ 



CHAPTER ID 

:Recommendations/Observations which the Committee do not desire 
to pursue in view of Government's replies 

Recommendation Sr. No; 70 (para No. 5.37) 

It has been brought to the notice of the Committee that the 
-present free loading time of 5 to 8 hours given to the collieries for 
loading of coal is insufficient. The Committee are informed that 
stu::lies carried out at co]liE-rie!'> and a washery have testified 
·out at collieries and a washery have testified to the ina.ie-
·quacy of the p1esent free 'loading time. This point is stated to 
have been appreciated by an Inter-Ministerial Committee on Load-
ing of Coal to Power Stations and that Committee are reported to 
have recommended enhancement of free loading time. The Commit-
·tee were informed d·uring evidence that the time actually given for 
·coal loading was more than the free time allowed in most cases but 
'the railways did not want to change the rules because that would 
·slacken loading operations and lead to further inefficiency. The 
(Committee are not satisfied with this explanation. They desire that 
the Ministry of Railways should review the free loading time 
allowed to collieries and make it more realistic with due safeguards 
against undue advantage being taken of the liberalised rules by any 
:colliery. 

Reply of Government 

The Ministry of Railways have considered the recommendation 
·carefully but regret their inability to und~rtake a review of the free 
loading time allowed to collieries, because in their opinion any re-
Ia:~ation of free time would adversely affect the turn-round of 
wagons, whi~h will not be in the overall interest of the economy and 

.-expeditious movement of essential commodities. 

[Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VIl/10 
dated 10-12-1981]. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Recommenoation~/Oh~ervaticms in respect of which replies of Gov-
ernment have not been accepte,J. by the Committee 

Recommendation Sr. No. 1 (para Nos. 1.13, 1.14, 1.15 & 116) 
The Committee note that priorities for different commo-

dities are fixed in the Preferential Traffic Schedule taking into con-
sideration their essentiality in relation to national economy and also 
the profitability of transporting high rated traffic. For this purpose 
Commodities are classified into five groups of priorities falling: 
under categories A to E. 

The Committee find the priorities for movement are deter-
mined not only with reference· to the nature of essential commo-
dity but also to the sponsoring agency. In the case of foodgrains, it 
is given 'B' priority if sponsored by Ministry of Agriculture or FCI, 
'C' priority if sponsored by State Government but it is 'E' the 
lowest priority if sponsored on trade account. In the case of pulses, 
sponsorship by Central/State Governments gets it 'C' priority and 
that by FCI 'D' priority but the movement on trade accO'Unt is again 
under the lowest priority 'E'. 

The • Committee are informed that movement on trade 
account is given the lowest priority 'E' since such a movement is for 
profit. The Committee take note that certain non-essential but 
high rated commodities like silk and electrical goods move under 
higher priority than essential commodities like salt, fertilizers, 
cement, edible oils, medicines and coal and according to Railways, 
the quantities o'f such non-essential commodities are so ins;gnificant 
that they will not take any significant difference to the carrying of 
essential cm:pm~dities. 

When asked · whether the· Railways were satisfied with 
present level of priorities, the Chairman (Railway Board) stated 
during evidence that in the totality they were not satisfied with the 
present level of priorities. The Committee feel that the criterion to 
determine priority should be whether it is an essential commoaity 
and whether its movement is ne.cessary in public interest and if 
these two. conditions be satisfied, and the Railways are also satisfied 
that profit is not the only or the principal motive for movement of 
an essential commodity movement of that commodity should be 
accorded apppropriate priority. It should not necessarily be given 
the lowest priority just because it is sponsored on private account. 
After all these are essential commodities scarcity of which will 
bo:-ist up prices to the detriment of common man. This must bf!' 
!Jome .in mind and the schedule revised at the earliest .. 
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Reply of Govvermnent 

While drawing up priorities for different commodities in the 
Preferential Traffic Schedule, the prime factor taken into consi-
cleration is their essentiality in relation to the nat1onal economy. 
There is a rationale behind the decision to fix priorities fo:: a 
commodity with reference to the sponsoring agency. With regard 
to· foodgrains, the Railways have decided that foodgrains sponsored 
by the. Ministry of Agriculture or Food Corporation of India should 
be given 'B' priorj.ty as it caters to the needs of the public distribu-
tion system, whereas movement on trade account, where the 
principal motive is private profit, should necessarily be in a lower 
priority. 

The priorities fixed in the Preferential Traffic Schedule are 
reviewed every six months in consultation with the Zonal Rail-
ways. The recommendations of the various Ministries, State 
Governments and trade organisations are also taken into consi-
deratinn . while deciding the prioritiM. The recommendation of 
the Committee will be kept in view while doing the review. 

[Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Comments of the Committee 

Please see Para 1.5 of Chapter I of the Report. 

Recommendation Sr. No. 35 (para No. 4.2) 

The Committee find that the number of wagons increased from 
2,05,596 in 1950-51 t.o 3,10,019 wagons in 1965-66 and to 399,971 in 
1977-73. The average increase per year was 109.61 wagons from 
1950-51 to 1005-66 but between 1965-66 and 1977-78, the average in-
crease was only 2,4!16 wagons per year. The Committee have been 
informed that the drop in acquisition · -of wagons during 
this period was mainly due to paucity oT funds. As on 
31-8-1980 the Railways had a ·total of 3,94,429, wagons 
(equivalent to 5,38,157 in terms of 4 wheelers). The working 
group on Railways constituted by the Planning Commission had 
estimated that by 1984-85 when the Railways may be 'required to 
lilt 330 million tonnes of originating traffic, about 2,22,000 additional 
wagons would be required. The Railways· are, howeve~, planning 
to acquire 1,10,000 wagons during the Sixth Plan period out of which 
nearly 64,000 wagons would be to meet ihe replacement needs for 
the five year period, leaving a balance of :about 46,-00-0 wagons on 
additional account. The Committee find that .Jthe final figure of 
1,10,000 wagons approved for Sixth Plan period is rather a drastic 
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cut from the original figure of 2,22,000 wagons, considered necessary 
by the working group. The Committee take it that the likely in-
crease in freight traffic, wagon turn-round and other relevant factors 
have been fully taken into consideration before cutting down the 
figure of new wagons required in Sixth Plan pe.riod to 1,10,000 and 
the Railways would be able to cope with the demand in full with a 
fleet of 4,56,000 which they are expe.Cted to have by 1984-85. 

(SL No. 35) 
Reply of Government 

The VI Five Year Plan provides for acquisition of 1,00,000 wagons, 
out of which 50,000 wagons would be on additional account. The 
Railways will, th•us have about 4.64,000 wagons in 1934-85, the termi- . 
nal year ·of the VI Plan. With this fleet, the Railway would able 
to lift between 260 to 270 million tonnes of traffic. 

Target of 1,00,000 wagons in the VIth Plan also corresponds with 
the present wagon production capacity in the country, besides being 
limited by scarcity of funds. 

[Ministry o'f Railways (R1y. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Comments of the Committee 
Please see Para 1.11 of Chapter I of the Report. 

Recommendation SI. No. 77 (Para 6.33) 
The Committee are not satisfied with the explanation of the 

Ministry ·that the amount of compensation paid in case of coal and 
coke forms a very small percentage of total value of coal and coke 
carried by Railways and the freight earnings of the commodity. The 
Committee find that under the existing rules coal and coke booked 
to owner's risk are either not reweighed or rewei·ghment is 
allowed only in exceptional circumstances provided shortage is 
heavy and facilities for reweighment are available. In view of 
the 'fact that reweighment involves detention of wagons and 
weighbridges are not available at all places, reweighment 
of coal wagons in each and every case is not considered 
fe!:ls1ble by Railways. In view of this the amount of compensation 
paid in respect of coal and coke is not the correct index of actual 
shortage of loss of coal in transit. Actually according to an estimate 
given in a memorandum the loss of coal range between 10 to 40 P.er 
cent though, according to the Chairman Railway Board it is between 
1 to 3 per cent. The Committee feel that a reliable estimate of the 
coal shortage can be made if steps are taken to· instal weigh bridges 
at various unloading points. The Committee would in this connection 
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11eiterate the recommendation made in paragraphs 3.f27 of their 19th 
R~port (5th Lok Sabha) and para 1.27 of their 39th Report (6th Lok 
.Sabha), that major stations which have heavy originating and termi-
nating goods traffic should progressively be provided wlth facilities for 
weighing wagons. The Railway should draw a model scheme to ex-
plore the possibility of setting community weighbridges in collabo-
.ration with organisationoS of local enterprises and industrialists in 
.the int~rest of a more harmonious relationship between the big 
.consignees and the Railways. 

Reply of the Government 

'The policy of the Ministry of Railways in regard to the installa-
tion of weighbridges at originating points has already been conveyed 
:to the Estimates Committee in reply to their earlier recommenda-
tions contained in· para 3.127 of their 19th Report and para 1.27 of 
their 39th Report. · 

It is reiterated that as a matter of operational necessity, Railways 
do not encourage weighment of inward wagons at terminating 
points. Weighment of every wagon on a weignbndge at the. des-
tination station before delivery will hamper smootli OP,erations. 
The loss on acccnmt of wagon days lost due to detention to wagons 
for weighment at terminals will run into crores of ruirees while 
weight differential detected may be of little cchisequence. Further, 
Railways will have to increase the wagon fleet by 10 to 20 per cent 
to comply with the condition of compulsory weighment of every 
wagon at the terminal, if at all such a proposition is practicable. 
This· will mean crores of rupees o'f additional investment in rolling 
"Stock without any material gain in terms of transport output. How-
ever the siding owners are at liberty to fnstal their own weigh-
bridges for weighment of inward traffic. 

Railways on their part instal weighl>fiuges of requisite capacity 
:at originating points within the limited resO'Urces available at their 
disposal. The siding owners are also encouraged to instal weigh-
bridges at their siding to weigh outward traitic. ·As an inducement 
to the siding owners to instal weighbridges, rebate in freight is 
allowed on outward traffic weighed on such private weighbridges. 
The weighment rebate for outward traffic weighed on such private 
weighbridges has recently been increased from 10 paise to 20 paise 
per tonne in respect of weighbridges ha\Ting a capacity of 90 tonnes 
and above and 'from 6 paise to 10 paise per tonne in respect of 
weighbridges ha\Ting a capacity Of less then 00 tonnes subject to · a 
maximum of 13 per cent of capital cost plus cost of the staff provid-
·~ to oi;ierate the. weighbridges. Th'US the Railways encourage the 
installation of pr1va~e weighbridges at originating stations for the 
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weighment of outward traffic from- the twin angle of collecting 
correct freight charges and ensuring operational safety. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
"' dt. 10-12-81] 

Comments of the Committee 
Please see Para 1.2~· of the Chapter I of the report. 

Recommendation No. 79 Sr. No. 79 (para No. 6.35, 6.36) 

The Committee were informed that one of the difficulties in pre:. 
venting thefts of goods during transit was that the Railway Protec-
tion Force had no police powers to arrest, investigate and prosecute 
the persons found committiqg crime in Railway premises. In a 
written reply the Ministry had stated that a Bill which would bes-
tow on RPF personnel powers to investigate and prosecute crimes 
of dacoity,, theft, forgery, .etc. when committed in_ relation to the-
railway Property and provide concurrent Powers to the railway 
police and the RPF in respect of these offences was being considered. 

6.36 The Committee however noted from a written reply to a 
Starred Question No. 244 given by Deputy Minister (Railways) 
in Lok Sabha on &th MarcJi, 1981, that the proposal to give more 
powers to RPF was considered and dropped. The Committee are 
S'Urprised that even though the need for conferring powers of in-
vestigation and prosecution and other connected powel'3 on RPF 
has been emphasised by Administrative Reforms Commiss!on and 
later by One Man Expert Committee on Railway Security and 
Protection (19'76) and subsequently endorsed by the Estimates Com-
mittee in their 19th Report (1977-7'8) and the Government were re-. 
portedly processing the proposal to bring forward a suitable legis-
lation for the purpose the Government have now suddenly decided 
to drop the proposal. The Committee would like to know the 
reasons for dropping this proposal and how, in the absence of more 
powers, the RPF are going to deal with the crime -against railway 
property and on railway premises. The Committee feel that this 
matter should be re-considered. (Sr. No. 79) 

Reply of the Government 
The question of conferring more powers on RPF has been under 

consideration since 1966 when High Powered Committee on secu-
rity and Policing on Railways made a recommendation to this-
effect. Later on Administrative Reforms ·Commission and One Man 
Expert Committee also commended the idea of ·bestowing more 
powers on RPF. · 

2. As a follow up of these recommendations, action was initiated 
to issue an ordinance but was dropped with a view to replacing it 

, ... 
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by a legislation in pursuant to a -decision taken in the meeting of 
Secretaries' Committee held on 3-7-1975. 

3. The draft Bill was then prepared and discussed with th~ 
Ministry of Home Affairs and the Ministry of Law. It was decided 
to refer the matter to the States and the Bill was suitably amended 
as suggested by some States. Meanwhile, it was, felt necessary t<> 
assess the requirements of additional staff for prosecution and in-
vestigation needed to cope with the additional load of work. 

4. The amended draft Bill is to be known as "Railway Property,. 
Special Offences Bill" and this, in a nutshell, equips RPF with 
powers to investigate and prosecute in all cases of theft, robbery 
dacoity, cheating, forgery, etc. relating to railway property. The· 
Bill was to replace the existing Railway Property (Unlawful Pos-
se\3sion) Act 1966 under whi~h RPF has powers only for investi-
gation and prosecution of the cases in which the railway property· 
is recovered. 

5. Reasons for dropping the legislatn~n 

Since the additional amount of annual expenditure involved in 
the implementation of the proposed Bill was calculated to the tune· 
of Rs. 3 crores, it was felt by the Railway Board that.the expe!ldi-
ture was too .high and will not be proportionate to the gain that 
may accrue as a result of above legislation. 

It was also observed that to investigate and prosecute all types· 
of offences pertaining to railway property by RPF personnel with-
out the assistance of police organisation of the concerned State will· 
have seriO'Us implication. Moreover, under vario_tfs circumstances, 
State Police will have to investigate and proseclJ,te certain cases· 
even covered by this Bill. There was thus apparently a duplication· 
in the process. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-81]. 

Comments of the Committee 
Please see Para 1.34 of Chapter I of the Report. 

Recommendation No. 80 SI. No. 80, (para No. 6.37) 

6.37 Now that for the time being the RPF will not be ·able to 
play the role of 'Police', the Railways will be Teft with no other al.-
ternative but to continue to depend upon the Government Railway 
Police which is under the control of States but which need to be· 
strengthened to be effective. The Committee would like the Rail-. 
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·ways to take up the question of strengthening Government Rail-
way Police with States concerned and also try to evolve a working 
.arrangement with the State Governments. to place the G.R.P. 
under the operational control of the Railways for better results. 
(Sl. No. 80) 

Reply of the Government 

Since policing, including Railway policing, is the subject matter 
·exclusively for the State Governments to deal with under the 
·Constitution, the Force so deployed on Railways for policing will 
··obviously have to work under the direct administrative and dis-
ciplinary control of the Sta_te Governments concerned. No State 
-Government will agree to transfer the control of G.R.P. to Railways 
and the question of placing the GRP under the operational control 
of Railways does not arise. · 

As regards strengthening the Govt. Railway Police, the Minis-
try of Railways have already agreed to bear the -cost of GRP on 
5(): 50 ba6is with the State Governments ana have also requested 
the State Govts. to come up with their proposals for the augmen-
tation of GRP in their States for better policfng. As a result, 
almost all the States except West Bengal and Rajasthan have 
·agreed to share the cost on 50: 50 basis and 6 (018 additional posts 
in various States have already been concurred by the Zonal Rail-

"Ways and sanctioned by the concerned States. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC/VII/10 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Comments of the Committee 

'Please see Para 1.42 of Chapter I of the Report. 



CHAPTERV 

Recommendations/ observations in respect of which final replied of 
Government are still awaited 

Recommendation Sr. No. 46 (para No. 4.37) 

The Committee would also like to advise the Railway Board to 
ensure that the sale of overage wagons is so organised as to make the · 
steel scrap available to &mall scale industries all over the country 
and to prevent its being cornered by a few large units to the detriment . 
of small users. 

· Reply of Government 

The matter is still under consideration. A final reply to the Com- ·· 
mittee will be furnished shortly. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-ECJVIIjlO dt. 10.12.81] 

Comments of the Committee 

Please see para 1.47 of the Report. 

Recommendation (S. No. 55, Para No. 5.27) .... _ 

The Committeee are informed that the Railways ar~ i~ng of · 
an entirely new strategy in regard to the metre-gauge track. Rail-
ways are of the view that with adequate inputs, MG railways can ren-. 
der speedy, efficient and economic rail transportation senices as is . 
stated to be the experience in several foreign countries like Japan. 
The Railway Minister observed in the course of his budget speech 
(19 Feb., 1981) that "our thrust should ...... be to improve our MG 

services, rather than neglecting or discarding them ...... Projecti> of 
gauge conversions have, therefore, to be critically evaluated to estat>-
lish the inescapable need for such conversions for meeting the trans- . 
portation requirements and on the basis of adequate financial and 
economic considerations." The Committee would like that a detailed 
and object"ive study into the practicality and economics of gauge con-
version vis-a-vis upgradation of efficiency of MG services be made 
immediately and a white paper on approach and economics of maxi--
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:mising efficiency of MG services placed before Parliament for a 
critical evaluation of the new strategy before taking an irretrievable 
plunge in that direction. 

Reply of Government 

The matter i1i1 still under consideration. A final reply to the Com-
mittee will be furnished shortly. 

TMinistry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EC\VII\10 dt 10.12.81] 

Comments of the Committee 

Please s~e para 1.47 of the Report. 

Recommendation (S. No. 64, Para No. 5.57) 

A view has been expressed that Super Fast trains have resulted in 
'the reduction in _the number of goods train. The Ministry of Rail-
ways have conceded that SJi>eaking theoretically, not only a super fast 
train leads to a loss of 2-3 paths of goods trains, but any fast train 
even an ordinary mailjexpress would result in detention of slower 
trains especially goods trains. At the time of introduction of each 
-additional train, various aspects of availability of resources like line 
capacity, ~minal facilities, rolling stock etc. are gone into in great 

, detail. Th41!t<*nmittee appreciate the views of the Ministry of Rru"'t-
ways in regard to the need for Super Fast passenger trains. The Com-
mittee are also of the view that the solution to the probJem lies not 
in discontinuing or reducing the number of Super Fast passenger 

·trains which are essential in a vast country like India, but in speeding 
up the goods trains 110 as to reduee the speed differential between 
goods trains and fast passenger trains. The Committee welcome the 
steps being taken by Railways to introduce new 8-wheeler wagons 
with better braking syatem with a view to accelerating the speed of 
goods trains from a maximum of 75 k.ip.li as at present to 90 k.p.h. 
which will be very close the maximum speed of 100 k.p.h. which 
will be very close the maximum speed of 100 k.p.h. Gf most of the 
fast passenger trains. The Committee would watch how speedily the 
Railways succeed in speeding up the goods trains to the desired level 
SO as !O minimise their detentions en route because Of fa.,-:t pa38~nger 
trains. The Committee would, however, like to sound a word of cau-
tion that, while speeding up goods trains, adequate" measures should 

-be taken to ensure safety of traffic. 
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Reply of Govvernment 

Tne matter is still under cxmsideration. A final reply to the Com-
mittee will be furnished shortly. 

{Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-EqVIIjlO dt. 10.12.81] 

Cc)mments of the Committ.ee 

PleaSe see para 1.47 of the Report. 

Recommenaation (Sr. No. 67, (para No. 5.84) 

Reports have reach-:d the Committee from State Governments of 
Assam,, Bihnr, West Bengal and Delhi and from Food Co:q:>0ratian 
-0f India and certain private sector organisations that consequent 
upon the introduction of block rake movement of bulk commodities 
by the Railways loading :md unloa.<ling facilities at a number of points 
have been fourid to Le too, inadequate to permit handling of rake 
loads. Similar, Kalaikunca, Rangapani, Chitpur and Cossipur Road 
in W•est Bengal, Daltengc;nj, Sasaram, Lodarma, Hazaribagh Road, 
.Jasidih, Jamui, Buxar and Gaya Stations in Bihar, Gauhatf, China-
mara and HoJai in A!isam, c.nd Shakurbasti and Okhla in Delhi are 
some of the stations w.he:.--e hanrUing facilities are ra;:>0rted lo be in-
:adequate by the state Governments. The Ministry of Railways have 
agreed to the need for dev<'.lupment of handling facilities at stations . 
which have to deal v1ith rake loads on a regular basis. The Com-
mittee feel that with the introduction of the new system of block 
rake movement of freight, it is necessary for tlie Railways to get in · 
touch with the various ofhria] and non-official agencies connected 
with bulk movement and take stock of the handling facilities in each 
state with a view to dra-wing up a list of stations where such facilities 
:are inadequate and require augmentati_on. The Committee would 
recommenrl that a survey en these lines be made and a programme 
to devefop loading/unloading facilities as selected stations be drawn 
up and implemented in phases. 

Reply of Government 

The matter is still und1;r consideration. A final reply to the Com-
:mitt.ee will be furnished shortly. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-ECfVII/10 
dt. 10-12-81] 
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Comments of the Committee 

Please see Para 1.47 of the Report. 

Reco~mendation S. No. 69 (Para No. 5.86) 

The need for providing adequate goorls sheds and covered area at 
some Stations have also bt::en pointed by the Government of Assam 
in view of the difficulties .experienced by them in handling wagons 
containing foodgrains particularly during rainy season. The Com-
mittee are not satisfied with the routine explanation of the Ministry 
of Railways that tprovision of covered shed accommodation is a conti-
nuance process and kept under constant review by the Zonal Rail-
ways. The Committee feel that needs for coverecl. storage space at 
stations located in highly wet zones deserve to be considered and 
met on a priority basis. The Committee would expe~t the ""Railways 
to take an early action in the matter. ,_ 

Reply of Government 

The matter is still under consideration. A nnal reply to the Com-
mittee will be furnished shortly. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board) No. 81-BC-ECfVII/1<1 
dt. 10-12-81] 

Comments of the Committee 

Please see Para 1.47 of the Report. 

Recommendation S. No. 72 (Para No. 5.89) 

A Chamber of Commerce has represented that loading and unload-
ing facilities provided at Calicut goods shed are not adequate in as 
much as against the daily arrival of 100 wagons, the shed cannot 
handle more than 20 to 25 wagons at a time. Accorffing to the Minis-
try against- a capacity of handling 74 wagons the "average" daily 
traffic handled at this goods shed is only 45. While the Committee 
agree that the capacity n~d not be developed on the basis of maxi-
mum arrivals, they feel that the rule of "average" is also likely to 
present a distorted picture of the <lemand and availab1Iity and can 
!Prove to be misleading in dealing with practical problems. Tfle Com-
mittee desire that capacity at the goods shed at Calicut may be 
reviewed from pragmatic angle and necessary steps taken to augment 
the capacity, if 50 warranted by the traffic. 
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Reply of the Government 

The matter is still under consideration. A final reply to the Com-
mittee will be furnished shortly. 

[Ministry of Railways (Rly. Board)· Nci. 81-BC-EC/VIl/10 
dt. 10-12-61] 

Comments of the Committee 

Please see Para 1.47 of the Report. 
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(Vide Introduction of tht' Report) 

ANALYSISOF ACTION TAK.EN BY GOVERNMENT ON TIIE 10TH REPORT 
OF ESTIMATES COMMITTEE (SEVENTH LOK SABHA) 

I. T.ul number of Recommendations 

II. Recommendations{Observations that have been accepted by Government 

(Nos. 2 to 34, 36 to 45, 47 to 54, 56 to 63, 65, 66, 68, 71, 73 io 76, 78, 81 to 
85) 

Total 73 

Percentage • 86% 
III. Recommendations{Observations which the Committee do not desire to 

pursue in view of Governments replies (No. 70) 

Total 

Percentage 

W. R.ttluumMr1dlftion./Obsnatiom in respect of which Go"t'rnment"s l!Cpliu 
have not been accepted by the Committee. (Nos. 1, 35 77, 79, 8o) 

Total 5 

Percentage . 6% 

V. Recommendations/0 bservations in resj)t'ct of which final replies of Go-
vernment arc still awaited. 

(Nos. 46, 55, 64, 67, 6g, 72) 
Total 6 

Percentage 7% 

gd 
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